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CONJECTURES P1-P15 FOR HYPERBOLIC COXETER GROUPS
OF RANK 3
JIANWEI GAO AND XUN XIE
Abstract. We prove Lusztig’s conjectures P1-P15 for hyperbolic Coxeter
groups of rank 3 with any positive weight function. Combined with Guilhot
and Parkinson’s works on affine Weyl groups of type B˜2, G˜2, this completes
the proof of P1-P15 for all rank 3 Coxeter groups. Our proof enables us to
give a description of the a-function and right cells. At last, we determine when
two different two-sided cells have the same a-value.
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1. Introduction
Lusztig proposed a series of conjectures, called P1-P15, on Hecke algebras with
unequal parameters in [Lus03, §14]. They are stated in a very general form, i.e.
for any finitely generated Coxeter group and any positive weight function. These
conjectures predict that there are nice relations between a-functions and cells, and
one can define a kind of asymptotic rings. Lusztig proved these conjectures for
constant weight functions (the equal parameter case) by assuming the boundedness
conjecture of the a-function [Lus03, §13.4] and the positivity associated to Kazhdan-
Lusztig basis. The positivity has been proved by [EW14], using deep ideas from
Hodge theory. However, there is no positivity for the unequal parameter case, and
the problem becomes mysterious. Up to now we have no efficient way to prove
P1-P15 for arbitrary parameters. The main difficult probably lies in difficulty of
computing a-functions.
In [Lus03], Lusztig also proved P1-P15 for infinite dihedral groups and the quasi-
split case. For finite Weyl groups, only type Bn with “non-asymptotic parameters”
remains open, see [Gec11] and references therein. The universal Coxeter group case
is proved in [SY15]. Recently, the case of affine Weyl groups of rank 2 is proved in
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[GP19a, GP19b], by studying cell representations [Gui10, Gui08] and a connection
with the Plancherel formula.
This paper is a subsequent work of [Xie19], where the second author proved P1-
P15 for Coxeter groups with complete graph and right-angled Coxeter groups. The
aim of this paper is to complete the proof of conjectures P1-P15 for all Coxeter
groups of rank 3. The finite and affine types are known, see [Bon17, 25A.1] and
[GP19a, GP19b]. Thus we focus on hyperbolic Coxeter groups of rank 3. We do
not need to consider rank 3 Coxeter groups with complete graph and right-angled
Coxeter groups by [Xie19]. Therefore, we only need to consider Coxeter groups
(W,S) such that S = {r, s, t}, mrt = 2, 1mrs + 1mrs < 12 , and at least one of mrs,
mst is not ∞. These groups are divided into three classes in our proof:
(1) ∞ = mrs > mst ≥ 3;
(2) ∞ > mrs,mst ≥ 4 but (mrs,mst) 6= (4, 4);
(3) ∞ > mrs ≥ 7,mst = 3.
Their Coxeter graphs look like
r s t
mrs mst
.
The methods of [Xie19] are applying decreasing induction on a-functions and
proving a kind of decomposition formula of some Kazhdan-Lusztig basis elements in
the quotient algebra. Roughly speaking, the induction is proving P1-P15 for W≥N
under assuming P1-P15 for W>N (the set of elements of W with a-values bigger
than N). This paper takes similar methods. The main difficulty of this paper is
proving some key properties stated in [Xie19]. In complete graph case, they can
be proved easily. But for our present cases, the situation becomes complicate, and
all the sections 4–8 are devoted to prove them. Once we obtain these properties,
we can repeat the procedures in [Xie19] to prove P1-P15. In fact we conjecture in
section 3 that these properties should hold for all Coxeter groups such that finite
parabolic groups are of at most rank 2 (Conjecture 3.1), which will imply P1-P15
(Theorem 3.2). The proofs in sections 6,7,8 depend on some explicit expansions of
products in the Hecke algebra (section 5). Since results from section 5 are discrete,
we have to do verification case by case in sections 6,7,8. The ideas of the proof are
simple, and for most cases the verification is easy.
The a-functions and cells are often not easy to determine even for equal param-
eter cases. A benefit of our proof of P1-P15 is that we have a description of the
a-functions and left (right) cells, see Theorem 9.2. In the complete graph case,
each WN (the set of elements of W with a-value N) is either empty or a two-sided
cell. However we can find a counterexample in our present situation, see Example
9.4. It is proved that there are only a few cases where WN contains more than one
two-sided cells, see Theorem 9.6. As a corollary, in the equal parameter case a non-
empty WN is always a two-sided cell. This confirms [BGS14, Conj. 3.1] in the case
of rank 3. At last, we gives some examples to show how the cell partitions depend
on the parameters, which should be helpful for understanding the semi-continuity
conjecture by Bonnafe´ [Bon09].
This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we prepare some notations
and basic facts. In section 3, we formulate Conjecture 3.1 for Coxeter groups of
dimension 2, and then claim that it implies P1-P15 (Theorem 3.2). In section 4,
we prepare some facts about dihedral groups that we will use later. In section 5,
we give explicit expansions of some products, which are fundamental for our proof
for rank 3 Coxeter groups. The main goal of sections 6,7,8 is to prove Conjecture
3.1 in our present case, see Proposition 6.1, Lemma 7.1, and Proposition 8.1. In
the section 9, we obtain our main result and determine two-sided cells.
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2. Preliminaries
Let us fix some notations. If (W,S) is a Coxeter group, we always suppose that
S is a finite set. For s, t ∈ S, mst ∈ N ∪ {∞} is the order of st in W . The neutral
element of W is denoted by e. We have the length function l : W → N. For I ⊆ S,
the parabolic subgroup generated by I is denoted by WI . If it is finite, the longest
element is denoted by wI . For s, t ∈ S with s 6= t, we use Wst instead of W{s,t} and
wst instead of w{s,t}. If x ∈ W can be expressed as a product x1x2 . . . xk of some
elements xi ∈ W with l(x) =
∑
1≤i≤k l(xi), then we say x1x2 . . . xk is a reduced
product. We use the notation x1 ·x2 · . . . ·xk to indicate that x1x2 . . . xk is a reduced
product. For x, y ∈ W , we say x appears in y, if there exists w, z ∈ W such that
y = w · x · z. For x ∈W , L(x) = {s ∈ S | sx < x},R(x) = {s ∈ S | xs < x}.
Let L : W → N be a positive weight function on W . In other words, L satisfies
L(xy) = L(x)+L(y) for any x, y ∈W with l(xy) = l(x)+ l(y), and L(s) > 0 for any
s ∈ S. We call (W,S,L) a (positively) weighted Coxeter group. Let A = Z[q, q−1]
be the ring of Laurent polynomials with q an indeterminate. The Hecke algebra H
of (W,S,L) is a unital associative algebra over A with an A-basis {Tw | w ∈ W}
subject to relations:
Tww′ = TwTw′ if l(ww
′) = l(w) + l(w′),
and T 2s = 1 + ξsTs, where ξs = q
L(s) − q−L(s) ∈ A.
For 0 6= a = ∑i αiqi ∈ A with αi ∈ Z, we define deg a = max{i | αi 6= 0}. For
0 ∈ A, we define deg 0 = −∞. For h = ∑w∈W awTw ∈ H with aw ∈ A, we define
deg h = max{deg aw | w ∈W}. This gives a function deg : H → Z ∪ {−∞}.
Denote by Cw, w ∈ W the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis of H. We have Cw =∑
y≤w py,wTy with py,w ∈ A<0 = q−1Z[q−1] for y < w and pw,w = 1. Moreover, Cw
is invariant under a bar involution of H such that q = q−1 and Tw = T−1w−1 . Us-
ing Kazhdan-Lusztig basis, one can define preorders ≺L, ≺R, ≺LR and equivalence
relations ∼L, ∼R, ∼LR on W . The associated equivalence classes are called respec-
tively left cells, right cells and two-sided cell. Let fx,y,z and hx,y,z be elements of
A such that
TxTy =
∑
z∈W
fx,y,zTz, CxCy =
∑
z∈W
hx,y,zCz.
For w ∈ W , define a(w) := max{deg hx,y,w | x, y ∈ W}. Then the function
a : W → N ∪ {∞} is called Lusztig’s a-function. Define γx,y,z−1 ∈ Z to be the
coefficient of qa(z) in hx,y,z. For w ∈W , integers ∆(w) and nw are defined by
pe,w = nwv
−∆(w) + terms with lower degrees, with nw 6= 0.
Let D = {z | a(z) = ∆(z)}. For N ∈ N, we set
W≥N := {w ∈W | a(w) ≥ N},
W>N := W≥(N+1), WN := W≥N \W>N ,
and similarly define W≤N , W<N . Let D≥N = D ∩W≥N , and similarly define DN
etc. The boundedness conjecture says that
W>N0 = ∅ for N0 = max{L(wI) | I ⊆ S with WI finite}. (2.1)
This conjecture holds for Coxeter groups of rank 3 by [Zho13, Gao19].
Conjecture 2.1. Let N ∈ N.
(P1)≥N . For any w ∈W≥N , we have a(w) ≤ ∆(w).
(P2)≥N . If z ∈ D≥N and x, y ∈W such that γx,y,z 6= 0, then x = y−1.
(P3)≥N . If y ∈W≥N , there exists a unique z ∈ D such that γy−1,y,z 6= 0.
(P4)≥N . If w′ ≺LR w with w ∈W≥N , then a(w′) ≥ a(w).
(P5)≥N . If z ∈ D≥N , y ∈W , γy−1,y,z 6= 0, then γy−1,y,z = nz = ±1.
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(P6)≥N . For any z ∈ D≥N , we have z2 = e.
(P7)≥N . For any x, y, z ∈ W with one of them belonging to W≥N , we have
γx,y,z = γy,z,x = γz,x,y.
(P8)≥N . For any x, y, z ∈W with one of them belonging to W≥N , then γx,y,z 6= 0
implies that x ∼L y−1, y ∼L z−1, z ∼L x−1.
(P9)≥N . If w′ ≺L w with w ∈W≥N and a(w′) = a(w), then w′ ∼L w.
(P10)≥N . If w′ ≺R w with w ∈W≥N and a(w′) = a(w), then w′ ∼R w.
(P11)≥N . If w′ ≺LR w with w ∈W≥N and a(w′) = a(w), then w′ ∼LR w.
(P12)≥N . For any I ⊆ S and y ∈WI ∩W≥N , the a-value of y in WI is equal to
that in W .
(P13)≥N . Any left cell Γ ⊆ W≥N contains a unique element z in D. And for
such z, Γ, and any y ∈ Γ, we have γy−1,y,z 6= 0.
(P14)≥N . For any w ∈W≥N , we have w ∼LR w−1.
(P15)≥N . For w,w′ ∈W and x, y ∈W≥N such that a(x) = a(y), we have∑
z∈W
hw,x,z ⊗ hz,w′,y =
∑
z∈W
hw,z,y ⊗ hx,w′,z ∈ A⊗
Z
A.
These conjectures are referred to as (P1-P15)≥N . Similarly, by replacing ≥ N
by > N (resp. N) in Conjecture 2.1, we get (P1-P15)>N (resp. (P1-P15)N ). Since
W≥0 = W , (P1-P15)≥0 is just Lusztig’s conjectures P1-P15 from [Lus03, §14.2].
Assume that N is an integer such that W>N is ≺LR-closed. Then we can form
a quotient algebra H≤N of H by the subspace H>N spanned by {Cw | w ∈ W>N}
over A. For any w ∈ W , the image of Tw (resp. Cw) in H≤N is denoted by NTw
(resp. NCw), and {NTw | w ∈ W≤N} and {NCw | w ∈ W≤N} form two A-basis of
H≤N , see [Xie19, Lem. 3.2 and 3.3]. For h =
∑
z∈W≤N bz
NTz ∈ H≤N , we define
deg(h) := max{deg bz | z ∈W≤N}.
This gives rise to a function deg : H≤N → N ∪ {−∞}. Note that NCz = 0 and
deg(NTz) < 0 for z ∈ W>N . For x, y, z ∈ W≤N , let Nfx,y,z be the element of A
given by
NTx
NTy =
∑
z∈W≤N
Nfx,y,z
NTz.
By [Xie19, Lem. 3.4], for any x, y ∈W≤N , we always have
deg(NTx
NTy) ≤ N, (2.2)
and WN = {z ∈ W≤N | deg(Nfx,y,z) = N for some x, y ∈ W≤N}. If we further
assume (P1)>N , (P4)>N , (P8)>N hold, then WN = {x ∈ W≤N | degNTxNTy =
N for some y ∈W≤N}.
3. Coxeter groups of dimension 2
In this subsection, (W,S) is Coxeter group such that all the finite parabolic
subgroups are of at most rank 2, and there is some s, t ∈ S with 3 ≤ mst < ∞.
We say these Coxeter groups have dimension 2, because their Davis complexes
have dimension 2. For example, Coxeter groups with complete graph, and infinite
Coxeter groups of rank 3 are ones of dimension 2.
Let D be the following set:
D = {wJ | J ⊆ S, |WJ | <∞} unionsq {swst | s, t ∈ S,mst ≥ 4, L(t) > L(s)}.
Let a′ : D → N be a function given by
a′(wJ) = L(wJ) and a′(swst) = L(t) + (
mst
2
− 1)(L(t)− L(s)).
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Define
D≥N = {d ∈ D | a′(d) ≥ N}, DN = D≥N \D≥N+1,
Ω≥N = {x · d · y | x, y ∈W,d ∈ D≥N} ,
ΩN = Ω≥N \ Ω≥N+1, Ω<N = W \ Ω≥N ,
Ud = {y ∈W | d · y ∈ ΩN},
Bd = {x ∈W | x · d ∈ ΩN , if x · d = w · v and v 6= e, then w ∈ Ω<N}.
Conjecture 3.1. Assume that W is a Coxeter group of dimension 2, and N is an
integer such that W>N = Ω>N , (P1)>N , (P4)>N , (P8)>N hold. Then we have the
following properties.
(1) The equality in (2.2) holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
(2) For any d ∈ DN , b ∈ Bd, y ∈ Ud, we have l(bdy) = l(b) + l(d) + l(y).
(3) If d ∈ DN , x ∈ U−1d , y ∈ Ud, w ≤ d, then
deg(NTxw
NTy) ≤ −deg pw,d. (3.1)
If moreover b ∈ Bd, w < d, then
deg(NTbw
NTy) < −deg pw,d. (3.2)
Theorem 3.2. 1 If Conjecture 3.1 and the boundedness conjecture (2.1) hold for
(W,S) (a Coxeter group of dimension 2), then so are P1-P15 and properties in
[Xie19, §6.3] for (W,S).
Proof. The proof is the same as that in sections 6 and 7 of [Xie19] except that Prop.
6.3, Lem. 6.4 and Prop. 6.5 there are replaced by (1)(2)(3) of Conjecture 3.1 here.2
Note that the induction in [Xie19, §7] needs the boundedness conjecture. 
Much effort of this paper is made to prove Conjecture 3.1 for the Coxeter groups
listed in section 1. We first prepare some results in the following two sections.
4. Dihedral groups
In this section, (WI , I, L) is a weighted dihedral group with I = {s, t} and
2 ≤ mst ≤ ∞.
If mst is even and L(s) 6= L(t) we set I = {s1, s2} with L(s1) > L(s2), dI = s2wI ,
d′I = s1wI , and define a (nonpositive) weight function L
′ : WI → Z by L′(s1) =
L(s1) and L
′(s2) = −L(s2).
4.1. Possible monomials in fu,v,w. For u, v, w ∈WI , fu,v,w is a polynomial of ξs
and ξt with nonnegative coefficients. We view ξs and ξt as variables, and say ξ
m
s ξ
n
t
appears in fu,v,w if the coefficient of ξ
m
s ξ
n
t in fu,v,w is nonzero. (It is possible that
ξs = ξt, but this does not affect the following statements.)
Lemma 4.1. Assume ∞ 6= mst ≥ 3. For u, v ∈ WI \ {wI}, consider possible
monomials that appear in fu,v,sts. At least one of the following (maybe overlapped)
situations happens:
(1) fu,v,sts = 0 or has a nonzero constant term;
(2) ξs appears in fu,v,sts, and (u, v) is one of the following pairs:
– (s · u′, u′−1 · sts) for some u′ ∈WI ;
– (twI , wIs);
– (sts · u′, u′−1 · s) for some u′ ∈WI ;
1We conjecture that similar results also hold for Coxeter groups such that all irreducible com-
ponents of finite parabolic subgroups have rank ≤ 2, for example the right-angled Coxeter groups,
for which P1-P15 are proved in [Xie19].
2The proof for Thm 6.13(iii) of [Xie19] needs to be revised as follows: if bd = b′d′, then we
have d ∼L d′, which implies that d = d′, and then b = b′.
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– (swI , wIt);
(3) ξt appears in fu,v,sts, and (u, v) is one of the following pairs:
– (st · u′, u′−1 · ts) for some u′ ∈WI ;
– (swI , wIs).
Proof. Assume first ξs 6= ξt. We consider the product TstsTu since fu,v,sts =
fsts,u,v−1 . If ξ
2
sξt or ξsξt or ξ
2
s appears in fu,v,w, it is easy to see u = wI or
v = wI , which contradicts with the assumption u, v 6= wI .
Suppose ξs appears in fu,v,sts = fsts,u,v−1 and consider the product TstsTu. If
the third factor of sts gives ξs, then L(u) = {s}, stu = v−1. Thus,
• if t · u < wI , then (u, v) = (s · u′, u′−1 · sts) for some u′ ∈WI ;
• if t · u = wI , then (u, v) = (twI , wIs).
Similarly if the first factor of sts gives ξs, then s ∈ L(tsu) and tsu = v−1. Since
u, v 6= wI , we have two cases:
• if L(u) = {s}, then (u, v) = (sts · u′, u′−1 · s) for some u′ ∈WI ;
• if L(u) = {t}, then (u, v) = (swI , wIt) for some u′ ∈WI .
Suppose ξt appears in fu,v,sts = fsts,u,v−1 . Then we have t ∈ L(su) and u = v−1.
If L(u) = {s}, then u = st·u′ = v−1 for some u′ ∈WI . If L(u) = {t}, then su = wI ,
and u = swI = v
−1.
Now the lemma follows for ξs 6= ξt. But for ξs = ξt similar arguments shows
that the same statement is valid: at least one of (1)(2)(3) happens. 
Similarly, we have following three lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that mst =∞. For u, v ∈ WI , consider possible monomials
that appear in fu,v,sts. We must be in (at least) one of the following situations.
(1) fu,v,sts = 0 or has a nonzero constant term;
(2) ξs appears in fu,v,sts, su < u and vs < v;
(3) ξt appears in fu,v,sts, and (u, v) = (st · u′, u′−1 · ts) for some u′ ∈WI .
Lemma 4.3. Assume ∞ 6= mst ≥ 2. For u, v ∈ WI , consider possible monomials
that appear in fu,v,st. We must be in one of the following situations:
(1) fu,v,st = 0 or has a nonzero constant term;
(2) ξsξt appears in fu,v,st, and (u, v) = (wI , wI);
(3) ξs appears in fu,v,st, and (u, v) is one of the following pairs:
– (u, v) = (s · u′, u′−1 · st),
– (u, v) = (wI , wIt);
(4) ξt appears in fu,v,st, and (u, v) is one of the following pairs:
– (u, v) = (st · v′−1, v′ · t),
– (u, v) = (swI , wI).
Lemma 4.4. Assume that mst =∞. For u, v ∈ WI , consider possible monomials
that appear in fu,v,st. We must be in one of the following situations.
(1) fu,v,st = 0 or has a nonzero constant term;
(2) ξs appears in fu,v,st, and (u, v) = (s · u′, u′−1 · st) for some u′ ∈WI ;
(3) ξt appears in fu,v,st, and (u, v) = (st · u′, u′−1 · t) for some u′ ∈WI .
4.2. Possible degrees of δ. In this subsection, 3 ≤ mst <∞.
Lemma 4.5. Let u, v ∈WI . If fu,v,wI 6= 0, then deg fu,v,wI = L(u)+L(v)−L(wI).
Proof. See [Xie19, Lem.4.6]. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume that u, v ∈ WI \ {wI}. For δ = deg fu,v,wIpsts,wI , we must
be in one of the following situations.
(1) δ ≤ 0;
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(2) L(s) = L(t), δ = L(s), and l(u) = l(v) = mst − 1;
(3) L(s) 6= L(t), δ = L(t), and u = v = swI ;
(4) L(s) 6= L(t), δ = L(s), and {u, v} = {dI , d′I};
(5) L(s) 6= L(t), δ = 2L(s)− L(t) > 0, and u = v = twI ;
(6) L(s) > L(t), δ = L(s)− L(t), and u = dI , L(v) = L(wI)− L(st);
(7) L(s) > L(t), δ = L(s)− 2L(t), and u = dI , L(v) = L(wI)− L(tst).
Proof. Assume δ > 0. By Lemma 4.5, we have
δ = 2L(s) + L(t)− (L(wI)− L(u))− (L(wI)− L(v)).
Assume L(s) = L(t). Then the possible values of L(wI)− L(u) are L(s), 2L(s),
3L(s), · · · . Thus δ = L(s) and l(u) = l(v) = l(wI)− 1.
Assume L(t) > L(s). Then the possible values of L(wI) − L(u) (resp. L(wI) −
L(v)) are
L(s), L(t), L(s) + L(t), 2L(s) + L(t), L(s) + 2L(t), · · ·
Then δ = L(t), L(s), 2L(s)− L(t), and we are in one of the following situations:
• δ = L(t), and u = v = dI ;
• δ = L(s), and {u, v} = {d′I , dI};
• δ = 2L(s)− L(t) > 0, and u = v = d′I .
Similarly, if L(s) > L(t), then we are in one of the following situations:
• δ = 2L(s)− L(t), and u = v = dI ;
• δ = L(s), and {u, v} = {d′I , dI};
• δ = L(t), and u = v = d′I ;
• δ = L(s)− L(t), and u = dI , L(v) = L(wI)− L(st);
• δ = L(s)− 2L(t), and u = dI , L(v) = L(wI)− L(tst).
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.7. Assume that u, v ∈WI \{wI}. For δ = deg fu,v,wIpsts,wI , we must
be in one of the following situations.
(1) δ ≤ 0;
(2) su < u or vs < v, and δ < 2L(s);
(3) tu < u and vt < v, and δ = L(t).
Similarly, one can prove the following lemma, see also [Xie19, Lem.4.7].
Lemma 4.8. Assume that u, v ∈WI \ {wI}. For δ = deg fu,v,wIpst,wI , we must be
in one of the following situations.
(1) δ ≤ 0;
(2) L(s) 6= L(t), δ = |L(s)− L(t)|, and u = v = dI .
4.3. Possible degrees of γ. In this subsection, 3 ≤ mst <∞.
Lemma 4.9. Assume L(s) 6= L(t). For any w ≤ dI , we have
deg pw,dI = L
′(w)− L′(dI).
Proof. See [Xie19, Lem.4.4]. 
Lemma 4.10. Assume L(t) > L(s). Let u, v ∈WI \ {wI}, and write
F (u, v) = fu,v,dI − pdI ,wIfu,v,wI .
Then
• if vs < v, then F (u, v) = −q−L(s)F (u, vs);
• if su < u, then F (u, v) = −q−L(s)F (su, v);
• if su > u and vs > v, then
– if l(u) + l(v) < 2m− 1, F (u, v) = 0,
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– if l(u) + l(v) = 2m− 1, F (u, v) = 1,
– if l(u) + l(v) = 2m,
F (u, v) =
{
ξs if l(u), l(v) are even,
ξt if l(u), l(v) are odd,
– if l(u) + l(v) > 2m, then degF (u, v) = L′(u) + L′(v)− L′(dI).
Proof. See [Xie19, Lem.4.8]. 
Corollary 4.11. Assume that L(s) 6= L(t) and u, v, sts ∈ WI \ {wI , dI}. For
γ := deg(fu,v,dI−fu,v,wIpdI ,wI )psts,dI , we must be in one of the following situations.
(1) γ ≤ 0.
(2) L(s) > L(t), su < u, vs < v, and γ ≤ L(t).
Proof. If L(t) > L(s), then by Lemma 4.10, we have γ ≤ L(t) − 2L(s) − 2(L(t) −
L(s)) = −L(t).
If L(s) > L(t), then γ ≤ 2L(s)−L(t)−2(L(s)−L(t)) = L(t). Note that sts 6= dI
implies that mst ≥ 6. By Lemma 4.10, if tu < u or vt < v, then we have γ ≤ 0.
Thus, if γ > 0, then we have su < u and vs < v. Note that by Lemma 4.10 we
have γ ≤ 0 if u = e or v = e. 
Similarly, we have the following corollary, see also [Xie19, Lem.4.10].
Corollary 4.12. Assume that L(s) 6= L(t) and u, v, st ∈ WI \ {wI , dI}. For
γ := deg(fu,v,dI − fu,v,wIpdI ,wI )pst,dI , we always have γ ≤ 0.
Corollary 4.13. Let u, v ∈WI \ {wI} and w ∈W with l(w) ≥ 2. Then we have
(1) deg fu,v,w < L(w).
(2) deg fu,v,wIpw,wI < L(w).
Moreover, if L(s) 6= L(t), then we have
(3) deg(fu,v,dI − fu,v,wIpdI ,wI )pw,dI < L(w).
Proof. (1) First we have deg fu,v,w ≤ L(w). If the equality holds, since fu,v,w =
fw−1,u,v−1 and l(w) ≥ 2, we must have u = wI , a contradiction.
(2) If fu,v,wI = 0, there is nothing to prove. If fu,v,wI 6= 0, by Lemma 4.5, we have
deg fu,v,wIpw,wI = (L(u) + L(v)− L(wI)) + (L(w)− L(wI)) < L(w).
(3) If w  dI , it is obvious. If w ≤ dI , by Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10, we have
deg(fu,v,dI − fu,v,wIpdI ,wI )pw,dI ≤ L′(dI) + (L′(w)− L′(dI)) = L′(w) < L(w).

5. Expansions of some products
In sections 5, 6, 7, 8, we assume (W,S,L) is a weighted Coxeter group of rank 3
that listed in section 1. We have S = {r, s, t} and mrt = 2.
Definition 5.1. For x,w, y, x′, w′, y′ ∈ W , we call (x′, w′, y′) the transpose of
(x,w, y) if
x′ = y−1, w′ = w−1, y′ = x−1.
Definition 5.2. For x,w, y, x′, y′ ∈W , we say (x′, w, y′) is a reduced extension
of (x,w, y) if there exists u, v ∈W such that
(1) x′ = u · x,
(2) y′ = y · v,
(3) l(uzv) = l(u) + l(z) + l(v) for any z ∈W such that fx,y,z 6= 0.
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5.1. The case of ∞ = mrs > mst ≥ 3.
Lemma 5.3. Let w, x, y ∈W .
(1) There is no w1, w2 ∈W such that w = w1 · r = w2 · s.
(2) If w = w1 · st, then r /∈ R(w).
(3) If w = w1 · rs, then R(w) = {s}.
(4) If w ∈Wrs, l(w) ≥ 4, R(x), L(y) ⊆ {t}, then l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y).
(5) If R(x), L(y) ⊆ {s}, then l(xrty) = l(x) + l(y) + 2.
(6) If w ∈Wst, l(w) ≥ 2, R(x), L(y) ⊆ {r}, then l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y).
Proof. See [Gao19, 3.1, 3.2]. 
Lemma 5.4. Assume that I ⊆ S, |I| = 2, w ∈ WI , l(w) ≥ 2 and R(x) ∪ L(y) ⊆
S \ I.
If l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y), then (x,w, y) or its transpose is in the following
cases.
(1) w = srs, x = x′ ·wsts, y = swst ·y′ for some x′, y′ ∈W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆
{r}. In this case we have
TxTsrsTy = ξtTx′·wst·r·twst·y′ + Tx′·wstt·r·twst·y′ .
(2) w = rs, x = x′ · t, y = swst · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {s},
L(y′) ⊆ {r}. We have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′·r·wst·y′ + Tx′·r·twst·y′ .
Proof. Since l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y), by Lemma 5.3(4)(5)(6), we must have
I = {r, s} and 2 ≤ l(w) ≤ 3.
If w = srs, we claim that R(xs) = {s, t}. Otherwise, R(xs) = {s}, and then
R(xsr) = {r}. We assume y = y1 · y2 for some y1 ∈ Wst \ {e} and y2 ∈ W with
L(y2) ⊆ {r}. Since s · y1 ∈Wst and l(sy1) ≥ 2, by Lemma 5.3(6), we have
l(x) + l(srs) + l(y) = l(xsr) + l(sy1) + l(y2) = l(xsrsy).
It is a contradiction. Similarly, we can prove L(sy) = {s, t}. Now we assume
x = x′ · wsts, y = swst · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {r}. Since
L(r · twst · y′) = {r}, by Lemma 5.3(6), we have
TxTsrsTy = Tx′wstTrTwsty′
= ξtTx′TwstTr·twst·y′ + Tx′TwsttTr·twst·y′
= ξtTx′·wst·r·twst·y′ + Tx′·wstt·r·twst·y′ .
If w = rsr, we assume x = x′ · t for some x′ ∈W with R(x′) ⊆ {s}. By Lemma
5.3(3), we know L(sr · y) = {s}, so we have
l(x) + l(rsr) + l(y) = l(x′) + l(rt) + l(sry) = l(xrsry).
At last, we consider w = rs and the case of w = sr is similar. We assume x = x′ ·t
for some x′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {s}. If L(sy) = {s}, then l(x) + l(rs) + l(y) =
l(x′) + l(rt) + l(sy) = l(xrsy) by Lemma 5.3(5). So we must have L(sy) = {s, t}.
We assume y = swst · y′ for some y′ ∈ W with L(y′) ⊆ {r}. Since R(x′r) = {r},
by Lemma 5.3(6), we have
TxTrsTy = Tx′TrtTwsty′
= ξtTx′rTwsty′ + Tx′rTtwsty′
= ξtTx′·r·wst·y′ + Tx′·r·twst·y′ .
This completes the proof. 
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5.2. The case of ∞ > mrs,mst ≥ 4 but (mrs,mst) 6= (4, 4).
Lemma 5.5. Let w, x, y ∈W .
(1) If w = w1 · ts, then r /∈ R(w).
(2) If w = w1 · rs, then t /∈ R(w).
(3) If w = w1 · st, R(w1s) = {s}, then r /∈ R(w).
(4) If w = w1 · sr, R(w1s) = {s}, then t /∈ R(w).
(5) If w = w1 · tst, then r /∈ R(w).
(6) If w = w1 · rsr, then t /∈ R(w).
(7) There is no w1, w2 ∈W such that w = w1 · st = w2 · sr.
(8) If L(w) ⊆ {r}, then L(r · twst · w) = {r}.
(9) If L(w) ⊆ {t}, then L(t · rwrs · w) = {t}.
(10) If w ∈Wst, l(w) ≥ 4, R(x),L(y) ⊆ {r}, then l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y).
(11) If w ∈Wrs, l(w) ≥ 4, R(x),L(y) ⊆ {t}, then l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y).
(12) If R(x),L(y) ⊆ {s}, R(xt) = {t}, R(xr) = {r}, then l(xtry) = l(x) +
l(y) + 2.
(13) If R(x),L(y) ⊆ {r}, R(xs) = {s} or L(sy) = {s}, then l(xstsy) = l(x) +
l(y) + 3.
(14) If R(x),L(y) ⊆ {t}, R(xs) = {s} or L(sy) = {s}, then l(xsrsy) = l(x) +
l(y) + 3.
(15) If mrs ≥ 5, R(x),L(y) ⊆ {r}, then l(xtsty) = l(x) + l(y) + 3.
(16) If mst ≥ 5, R(x),L(y) ⊆ {t}, then l(xrsry) = l(x) + l(y) + 3.
Note that the lemmas are still correct after exchanging r and t.
Proof. See [Gao19, 4.1, 4.2]. 
Lemma 5.6. Assume that I ⊆ S, |I| = 2, w ∈ WI , l(w) ≥ 2 and R(x) ∪ L(y) ⊆
S \ I.
If l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y), then (x,w, y), or its transpose, or the one with r,
t exchanged, is in one of the following cases:
(1) w = srs, x = x′ ·wsts, y = swst ·y′ for some x′, y′ ∈W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆
{r}. We have
TxTsrsTy = ξtTx′·wst·r·twst·y′ + Tx′·wstt·r·twst·y′ .
(2) w = rsr, mst = 4, x = x
′′ ·wrsr · t and y = t · rwrs ·y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈W
with R(x′′),L(y′′) ⊆ {t}. We have
TxTrsrTy = ξsTx′′·wrs·tst·swrsy′′ + Tx′′wrss·tst·swrs·y′′ .
(3) w = rt, x = x′ · wrsr, y = twst · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {t},
L(y′) ⊆ {r}. We have
TxTrtTy = ξsTx′·wrs·swst·y′ + Tx′·wrss·swst·y′ .
(4) w = rs.
1 x = x′′ · wrsr · t, y = swst · y′ for some x′′, y′ ∈ W with R(x′′) ⊆ {t},
L(y′) ⊆ {r}, L(stwsty′) = {t}. We have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTx′′·wrss·wst·y′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·swst·y′
+ ξsTx′′·wrs·stwst·y′ + Tx′′·wrss·stwst·y′ .
2 mst = 4, x = x
′′ · wrsr · t, y = swst · swrs · y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈ W
with R(x′′) ⊆ {t}, L(y′′) ⊆ {t}. We have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTx′′·wrss·wst·y′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·swst·y′
+ ξsξrTx′′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′′ + ξsTx′′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′′
+ ξrTx′′·wrssr·t·wrs·y′′ + Tx′′·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′′ .
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3 x = x′ · t, y = swst · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {s},
R(x′r) = {r}, L(y′) ⊆ {r}. At least one of mst ≥ 5, R(x′rs) = {s}
and L(sy′) = {s} holds. We have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′·r·wst·y′ + Tx′·r·twst·y′ .
4 mst = 4, x = x
′′ · wrssr · t, y = swst · swrs · y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈ W
with R(x′′) ⊆ {t}, L(y′′) ⊆ {t}. We have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′′·wrss·wst·swrs·y′′ + ξrTx′′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′′ + Tx′′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′′ .
5 x = x′′ ·(wrsr)·t, y = stwst ·y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈W with R(x′′) ⊆ {t},
L(y′′) ⊆ {r}. We have
TxTrsTy = ξsTx′′·wrs·swst·y′′ + Tx′′·wrss·swst·y′′ .
Proof. If l(w) ≥ 4, then I = {s, r} or I = {s, t}. By Lemma 5.5(10)(11), we have
l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y).
If l(w) = 3, we may assume I = {s, r} because the case of I = {s, t} is similar.
Firstly we consider w = srs. Since R(x),L(y) ⊆ {t}, by Lemma 5.5(1), we get
R(xs) = {s} or {s, t}, L(sy) = {s} or {s, t}. If R(xs) = {s} or L(sy) = {s}, then
we have l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y) by Lemma 5.5(14). If R(xs) = {s, t} and
L(sy) = {s, t}, we assume x = x′ · wsts and y = swst · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with
R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {r}. Then by Lemma 5.5(8)(10), we have
TxTsrsTy = Tx′wstTrTwsty′
= ξtTx′·wstTr·twst·y′ + Tx′·wsttTr·twst·y′ .
By Lemma 5.5(7)(8), we have L(r · twst · y′) = {r} and L(sr · twst · y′) = {s}. Then
by Lemma 5.5(10)(13), we get
TxTsrsTy = ξtTx′·wst·r·twst·y′ + Tx′·wstt·r·twst·y′ .
Secondly we consider w = rsr. If mst ≥ 5, we have l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y) by
Lemma 5.5(16). If mst = 4, then mrs ≥ 5. We assume y = t · y′ for some y′ ∈ W
with L(y′) ⊆ {s}. By Lemma 5.5(2)(6), we knowR(xrs) = {s} andR(xrsr) = {r}.
Since l(x) + l(w) + l(y) = l(xrs) + l(rt) + l(y′) < l(xrsrty′), by Lemma 5.5(12),
we must have R(xrst) = {s, t}. We assume xrst = x′ · wst for some x′ ∈ W with
R(x′) ⊆ {r}, then xt · r = x′ · s, so we have R(xt · r) = {s, r}. Similarly, we can
prove R(r · ty) = {s, r}. Now we assume x = x′′ · wrsr · t and y = t · rwrs · y′′ for
some x′′, y′′ ∈W with R(x′′),L(y′′) ⊆ {t}. Since L(tst ·swrs ·y′′) = {t}, by Lemma
5.5(11), we have
TxTrsrTy = Tx′′wrsTtstTwrsy′′
= ξsTx′′wrsTtstTswrsy′′ + Tx′′wrssTtstTswrsy′′
= ξsTx′′·wrs·tst·swrs·y′′ + Tx′′wrss·tst·swrs·y′′ .
Now we consider w = rt. If R(xr) = {r} and R(xt) = {t}, we have l(xwy) =
l(x) + l(w) + l(y) by Lemma 5.5(12). If R(xr) = {r, s} and L(ty) = {t}, we have
l(xwy) = l(x)+l(w)+l(y) by Lemma 5.5(11). IfR(xt) = {s, t} and L(ry) = {r}, we
have l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y) by Lemma 5.5(10). Summarizing the arguments
above, we must have R(xr) = {r, s}, L(ty) = {s, t} or R(xt) = {s, t}, L(ry) =
{r, s}. We only consider the former case and assume x = x′ ·wrsr, y = twst · y′ for
some x′, y′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {t}, L(y′) ⊆ {r}. Then by Lemma 5.5(10)(11), we
have
TxTrtTy = Tx′wrsTwsty′
= ξsTx′wrsTswsty′ + Tx′wrssTswsty′
= ξsTx′·wrs·swst·y′ + Tx′·wrss·swst·y′ .
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At last, we consider w = rs and the case of w = sr is similar. Since l(xwy) <
l(x) + l(w) + l(y), we have l(x) ≥ 1, so we may assume x = x′ · t for some x′ ∈ W
with R(x′) ⊆ {s}. We get
TxTrsTy = Tx′·rtTsy.
If L(sy) = {s, t}, we assume y = swst · y′ for some y′ ∈ W with L(y′) ⊆ {r}.
Then we have
TxTrsTy = Tx′·rtTwst·y′
= ξtTx′·rTwst·y′ + Tx′·rTtwst·y′ .
We consider the following 4 cases.
1 R(x′r) = {r, s}, L(stwsty′) = {t}.
Then we assume x′ = x′′ · wrsr for some x′′ ∈W with R(x′′) ⊆ {t}. By Lemma
5.5(10)(11)(16), we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′′·wrsTwst·y′ + Tx′′·wrsTtwst·y′
= ξtξsTx′′·wrss·wst·y′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·swst·y′
+ ξsTx′′·wrs·stwst·y′ + Tx′′·wrss·stwst·y′ .
2 R(x′r) = {r, s}, L(stwsty′) = {r, t}.
Then mst = 4 and L(sy′) = {r, s}. We assume x′ = x′′ · wrsr, y′ = swrs · y′′ for
some x′′, y′′ ∈W with R(x′′),L(y′′) ⊆ {t}. By Lemma 5.5(10)(11), we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′′·wrsTwst·y′ + Tx′′·wrsTst·wrs·y′′
= ξtξsTx′′·wrss·wst·y′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·swst·y′
+ ξsTx′′·wrsTt·wrs·y′′ + Tx′′·wrssTt·wrs·y′′
= ξtξsTx′′·wrss·wst·y′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·swst·y′
+ ξsξrTx′′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′′ + ξsTx′′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′′
+ ξrTx′′·wrssr·t·wrs·y′′ + Tx′′·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′′ .
3 R(x′r) = {r}. At least one of mst ≥ 5, R(x′rs) = {s} and L(sy′) = {s} holds.
Since L(y′) ⊆ {r}, by Lemma 5.5(10)(13), we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′·rTwst·y′ + Tx′·rTtwst·y′
= ξtTx′·r·wst·y′ + Tx′·r·twst·y′ .
4 R(x′r) = {r}, mst = 4, R(x′rs) = L(sy′) = {r, s}.
We assume x′ = x′′·wrssr, y′ = swrs·y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈W withR(x′′),L(y′′) ⊆
{t}. Since R(x′′ · wrsr · t) = {t}, by Lemma 5.5(11), we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′·rTwst·y′ + Tx′·rTtwst·y′
= ξtTx′·r·wst·y′ + Tx′′·wrsTt·wrs·y′′
= ξtTx′′·wrss·wst·swrs·y′′ + ξrTx′′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′′ + Tx′′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′′ .
If L(sy) = {s}, since R(x′) ⊆ {s} and R(x′t) = {t}, by the discussion for w = rt,
we must have
5 R(x′r) = {r, s} and L(tsy) = {s, t}. Now we assume x = x′′ ·(wrsr)·t, y = stwst ·
y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈W with R(x′′) ⊆ {t}, L(y′′) ⊆ {r}. Since R(x′′ ·wrss) = {r},
L(swst · y′′) = {t}, by Lemma 5.5(10)(11), we have
TxTrsTy = Tx′′wrsTwsty′′
= ξsTx′′wrsTswsty′′ + Tx′′wrssTswsty′′
= ξsTx′′·wrs·swst·y′′ + Tx′′·wrss·swst·y′′ .
This completes the proof. 
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5.3. The case of ∞ > mrs ≥ 7,mst = 3.
Lemma 5.7. Let w, x, y ∈W .
(1) There is no w1, w2 ∈W such that w = w1 · st = w2 · sr.
(2) If w = w1 · srs, then t /∈ R(w).
(3) If w = w1 · srsr, then t /∈ R(w).
(4) If w = w1 · ts, then r /∈ R(w).
(5) If w = w1 · tsr, then s /∈ R(w).
(6) If R(x),L(y) ⊆ {t}, w ∈ Wrs, l(w) ≥ 6 or w = srsrs, then l(xwy) =
l(x) + l(w) + l(y), R(xwy) = R(wy), L(xwy) = L(xw).
(7) If R(x),L(y) ⊆ {r}, R(xs) = {s} or L(sy) = {s}, then TxstsTy = Txstsy.
(8) If R(x),L(y) ⊆ {s}, R(xr) = {r}, R(xt) = {t}, R(xrs) = {s}, then
TxtrTy = Txtry.
(9) If R(x) ⊆ {s}, L(y) ⊆ {r}, then deg Tx·rtTsts·y ≤ L(rsrs).
Proof. See [Gao19, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.8]. 
Lemma 5.8. Assume that I ⊆ S, |I| = 2, w ∈ WI , l(w) ≥ 2 and R(x) ∪ L(y) ⊆
S \ I.
If l(xwy) < l(x)+l(w)+l(y), then (x,w, y) or its transpose is a reduced extension
of that (x,w, y) in the following cases.
(1) w = rsrsr, x = wrsr · t, y = t · rwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsrsrTy = ξtTwrs·tsrst·swrs + Twrss·tsrst·swrs .
(2) w = rsrs, x = wrsr · t, y = ts. In this case, we have
TxTrsrsTy = ξsTwrs·tsrst + Twrss·tsrst.
(3) w = srs.
1 x = st, y = ts. In this case, we have
TxTsrsTy = ξtTtstrst + Ttsrst.
2 mrs = 8, x = wrss · tsrst, y = tsrst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTsrsTy = ξtTwrss·tsrtstrstrst·swrs + ξrTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs + Twrsr·t·rwrs·t·rwrs .
3 mrs = 7, x = wrss · tsrst, y = tsrst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTsrsTy = ξtTwrss·tsrtstrstrst·swrs + ξ
2
rTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs + ξrTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs
+ ξrTwrsr·t·rwrs·t·rwrs + Twrsr·t·rwrsr·t·rwrs .
4 mrs = 7, x = wrss · tsrst, y = tsrst. In this case, we have
TxTsrsTy = ξtTwrss·tsrtstrstrst + ξrTwrsr·t·wrs·ts + Twrsr·t·rwrs·ts.
(4) w = rsr.
1 x = wrssr · t, y = t · rswrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsrTy = ξrTwrs·t·rwrs + Twrsr·t·rwrs .
2 x = wrsr · t, y = t · rwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsrTy = ξ
2
sξrTwrsr·t·wrs + ξ
2
sTwrsr·t·rwrs + ξsξrTwrsr·t·swrs
+ ξsTwrsr·t·rswrs + ξsξrTwrss·t·rwrs + ξsTwrssr·t·rwrs
+ ξrTwrssr·t·swrs + Twrssr·t·rswrs .
3 x = wrssr · t, y = t · rwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsrTy = ξsξrTwrs·t·rwrs + ξsTwrsr·t·rwrs
+ ξrTwrsr·t·swrs + Twrsr·t·rswrs .
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4 x = t, y = t · rwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsrTy = ξtTrst·wrs + Trst·swrs .
(5) w = sts, x = wrss, y = swrs. In this case, we have
TxTstsTy = ξrTwrs·t·rwrs + Twrsr·t·rwrs .
(6) w = rt.
1 x = wrsr, y = st. In this case, we have
TxTrtTy = ξsTwrs·ts + Twrss·ts.
2 x = wrsr, y = st · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTrtTy = ξsξrTwrsr·t·wrs + ξsTwrssr·t·rwrs + ξrTwrssr·t·wrs + Twrssr·t·rwrs .
3 x = wrssr, y = st · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTrtTy = ξrTwrs·t·rwrs + Twrsr·t·rwrs .
(7) w = st.
1 x = wrsrs, y = rst. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξsTwrs·ts + Twrss·ts.
2 x = wrsrs, y = rst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξsξrTwrsr·t·wrs + ξsTwrssr·t·rwrs + ξrTwrssr·t·wrs + Twrssr·t·rwrs .
3 x = wrssrs, y = rst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξrTwrs·t·rwrs + Twrsr·t·rwrs .
4 x = wrss, y = r. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξrTwrs·t + Twrsr·t.
5 x = wrss, y = rst. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξrξsTwrs·ts + ξrTwrss·ts + ξsTwrsr·ts + Twrsrs·ts.
6 mrs = 7, x = wrsr · t · wrss, y = rst · srwrs. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξrξsTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs + ξrTwrsr·t·wrss·t·rwrs + ξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs
+ ξsTwrss·tsrst·wrs + Twrss·tsrst·swrs .
7 x = wrss, y = rst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξ
2
rξsTwrsr·t·wrs + ξrξsTwrsr·t·rwrs
+ ξ2rTwrssr·t·wrs + ξrTwrssr·t·rwrs
+ ξsTwrsr·t·wrs + ξrTwrsrs·t·rwrs + Twrsrsr·t·rwrs .
8 mrs = 7, x = wrsr · t · wrss, y = rst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTstTy = ξ
2
rξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·wrs + ξrξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs
+ ξ2rTwrsr·t·wrssr·t·wrs + ξrTwrsr·t·wrssr·t·rwrs
+ ξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·wrs + ξrξsTwrss·tsrst·wrs + ξrTwrss·tsrst·swrs
+ ξsTwrss·tsrst·rwrs + Twrss·tsrst·srwrs .
(8) w = rs.
1 x = wrsr · t, y = t. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξsTwrs·ts + Twrss·ts.
2 x = t, y = ts. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTrsts + Trst.
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3 x = wrsrsr · t, y = tsrst. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrsr·tsrst + ξsTwrs·ts + Twrss·ts.
4 x = wrsrsr · t, y = tsrst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrsr·tsrst·swrs + ξsξrTwrsr·t·wrs + ξsTwrssr·t·rwrs
+ ξrTwrssr·t·wrs + Twrssr·t·rwrs .
5 x = wrssrsr · t, y = tsrst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrssr·tsrst·swrs + ξrTwrs·t·rwrs + Twrsr·t·rwrs .
6 x = wrssr · t, y = tsr. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrs·tsr + ξrTwrs·t + Twrsr·t.
7 x = wrssr · t, y = tsrst. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrs·tsrst + ξrξsTwrs·ts + ξrTwrss·ts
+ ξsTwrsr·ts + Twrsrs·ts.
8 mrs = 7, x = wrsr · t ·wrssr · t, y = tsrst · srwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrsr·t·wrs·tsrst·srwrs + ξrξsTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs + ξrTwrsr·t·wrss·t·rwrs
+ ξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs + ξsTwrss·tsrst·wrs + Twrss·tsrst·swrs .
9 x = wrssr · t, y = tsrst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrs·tsrst·swrs + ξ
2
rξsTwrsr·t·wrs + ξrξsTwrsr·t·rwrs
+ ξ2rTwrssr·t·wrs + ξrTwrssr·t·rwrs + ξsTwrsr·t·wrs
+ ξrTwrsrs·t·rwrs + Twrsrsr·t·rwrs .
10 mrs = 7, x = wrsr · t ·wrssr · t, y = tsrst · swrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTwrsr·t·wrs·tsrst·swrs + ξ
2
rξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·wrs + ξrξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs
+ ξ2rTwrsr·t·wrssr·t·wrs + ξrTwrsr·t·wrssr·t·rwrs + ξsTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·wrs
+ ξrξsTwrss·tsrst·wrs + ξrTwrss·tsrst·swrs
+ ξsTwrss·tsrst·rwrs + Twrss·tsrst·srwrs .
11 x = wrsr · t, y = ts. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTwrs·ts + ξtTwrss·ts + ξsTwrs·t + Twrss·t.
12 x = wrsr · t, y = tsr. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTwrs·tsr + ξtTwrss·tsr + ξsξrTwrs·t
+ ξsTwrsr·t + ξrTwrss·t + Twrssr·t.
13 x = wrsr · t, y = tsrst. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTwrs·tsrst + ξtTwrss·tsrst + ξ
2
sξrTwrs·ts
+ ξsξrTwrss·ts + ξ
2
sTwrsr·ts + ξsTwrsrs·ts
+ ξrTwrs·ts + ξsTwrssr·ts + Twrssrs·ts.
14 mrs = 8, x = wrsr · t ·wrsr · t, y = tsrst · srwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTwrsr·t·wrs·tsrst·srwrs + ξtTwrsr·t·wrss·tsrst·srwrs + ξ
2
sξrTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs
+ ξsξrTwrsr·t·wrss·t·rwrs + ξ
2
sTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs + ξsTwrsr·t·wrsrs·t·rwrs
+ ξrTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs + ξsTwrsr·t·wrssr·t·rwrs
+ ξtTwrs·tsrst·swrs + Twrss·tsrst·swrs .
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15 mrs = 7, x = st · wrsr · t, y = tsrst · srwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTst·wrs·tsrst·srwrs + ξtTst·wrss·tsrst·srwrs + ξ
2
sξrTst·wrs·t·rwrs
+ ξsξrTst·wrss·t·rwrs + ξ
2
sTst·wrsr·t·rwrs + ξsTst·wrsrs·t·rwrs
+ ξrTst·wrs·t·rwrs + ξsTst·wrssr·t·rwrs + ξsTtsrst·wrs + Ttsrst·swrs .
16 mrs = 7, x = wrsr · t ·wrsr · t, y = tsrst · srwrs. In this case, we have
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTwrsr·t·wrs·tsrst·srwrs + ξtTwrsr·t·wrss·tsrst·srwrs + ξ
2
sξrTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs
+ ξsξrTwrsr·t·wrss·t·rwrs + ξ
2
sTwrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs + ξsξtTwrs·tsrst·swrs
+ ξsTwrss·tsrst·swrs + ξrTwrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs + ξsTwrsr·t·wrssr·t·rwrs
+ ξsTwrsr·tsrst·swrs + Twrsrs·tsrst·swrs .
17 x = x′ · wrsr · t, y = tsrst · swrs · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with
R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {t}. In this case, we have deg TxTrsTy ≤ L(rsrs).
Proof. If l(w) ≥ 6 or w = srsrs, then we have l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y) by
Lemma 5.7(6). We consider the following cases.
(1) If w = rsrsr, we assume x = x′ · t and y = t · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with
R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {s}, then we have TxTrsrsrTy = Tx′TrtTsrsrty′ . Since L(rsrsrty′) =
{r}, L(srsrsrty′) = {s}, by Lemma 5.7(8), we must have L(tsrsrty′) = {s, t}.
Thus we get L(ry′) = {r, s}. Similarly, we can prove R(x′r) = {r, s}. Now we
assume x′ = x′′ ·wrsr, y′ = rwrs · y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈W with R(x′′),L(y′′) ⊆ {t}.
By Lemma 5.7(6), we have L(tsrst · swrs · y′′) = L(tsrst · swrs) = {t}, and then
TxTrsrsrTy = Tx′′·wrsr·tTrsrsrTt·rwrs·y′′
= Tx′′·wrss·tstTrTtst·swrs·y′′
= ξtTx′′·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y′′ + Tx′′·wrss·tsrst·swrs·y′′ .
(2) Now we consider w = rsrs. Since l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y), we have
l(y) ≥ 2, so we assume y = ts · y′ for some y′ ∈ W with L(y′) ⊆ {r}. Thus, we
get TxTrsrsTy = TxrsrTstsTy′ . Since L(sy′) = {s}, by Lemma 5.7(7), we must have
R(xrsr) = {r, t}, so we have x = x′ · wrsr · t for some x′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {t}.
Since L(tsrst · y′) = {t}, by Lemma 5.7(6), we have
TxTrsrsTy = Tx′·wrsr·tTrsrsTts·y′
= Tx′·wrsTstsrst·y′
= ξsTx′·wrs·tsrst·y′ + Tx′·wrss·tsrst·y′ .
(3) If w = srs, since l(x) ≥ 2, l(y) ≥ 2, we assume x = x′ · st, y = ts · y′ for some
x′, y′ ∈W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {r}. Then by Lemma 5.7(7), we have
TxTsrsTy = Tx′·stTsrsTts·y′
= Tx′·tstTrTtst·y′
= ξtTx′·tst·rst·y′ + Tx′·tsTrTst·y′ .
If Tx′·tsTrTst·y′ = Tx′·tsrst·y′ , then
1 (x, srs, y) is a reduced extension of (st, sts, ts).
Now we consider when deg (Tx′·tsTrTst·y′) > 0. We must have l(x) ≥ 4 and
l(y) ≥ 4, so we assume x = x′′ · srst, y = tsrs · y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈W . Then
TxTsrsTy = ξtTx′′·srtst·rstrs·y′′ + Tx′′·srtsTrTstrs·y′′
= ξtTx′′·srtst·rstrs·y′′ + Tx′′·stTrsrsrTts·y′′ .
By the proof of the case w = rsrsr, we must have R(x′′ ·st) = L(ts ·y′′) = {s, t}, so
we assume x = x′′′ ·tsrst, y = tsrst ·y′′′ for some x′′′, y′′′ ∈W with R(x′′′),L(y′′′) ⊆
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{r}. Then
TxTsrsTy = ξtTx′′′·tsrtst·rstrst·y′′′ + Tx′′′·stTsrsrsrsTts·y′′′ .
When deg (Tx′′′·stTsrsrsrsTts·y′′′) > 0, by Lemma 5.7(6), we must be in the following
cases.
2 mrs = 8, R(x′′′ · st) = L(ts · y′′′) = {r, t}. In this case, (x, srs, y) is a reduced
extension of (wrss · tsrst, srs, tsrst · swrs).
3 mrs = 7, R(x′′′ · st) = L(ts · y′′′) = {r, t}. In this case, (x, srs, y) is a reduced
extension of (wrss · tsrst, srs, tsrst · swrs).
4 mrs = 7, R(x′′′ · st) = {r, t}, L(ts · y′′′) = {t}, or R(x′′′ · st) = {t}, L(ts ·
y′′′) = {r, t}. In this case, (x, srs, y) or its transpose is a reduced extension of
(wrss · tsrst, srs, tsrst).
(4) If w = rsr, since l(x) ≥ 1, l(y) ≥ 1, we assume x = x′ · t, y = t · y′ for some
x′, y′ ∈W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {s}. Then
TxTrsrTy = Tx′rTstsTry′ .
First we assume R(x′r) = L(ry′) = {r}. By Lemma 5.7(7), we have R(x′rs) =
L(sry′) = {r, s} since l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y). We assume x′ = x′′ · wrssr,
y′ = rswrs · y′′ for some x′′, y′′ ∈ W with R(x′′),L(y′′) ⊆ {t}. Then by Lemma
5.7(6),
1 (x, rsr, y) is a reduced extension of (wrssr · t, rsr, t · rswrs), and
TxTrsrTy = Tx′′·wrsTtTwrs·y′′
= ξrTx′′·wrs·t·rwrs·y′′ + Tx′′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′′ .
If R(x′r) = {r, s} or L(ry′) = {r, s}, we only consider the latter case. We assume
y = t · rwrs · y′′ for some y′′ ∈W with L(y′′) ⊆ {t}. Then we have
TxTrsrTy = Tx′rTstsTwrs·y′′
= ξsTx′rTstTwrs·y′′ + Tx′rTstTswrs·y′′ .
By Lemma 5.7(6), we have the following 3 cases.
2 R(x′r) = {r, s}. In this case, (x, rsr, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t, rsr, t ·
rwrs).
3 R(x′r) = {r}, R(x′rs) = {r, s}. In this case, (x, rsr, y) is a reduced extension of
(wrssr · t, rsr, t · rwrs).
4 R(x′r) = {r}, R(x′rs) = {s}. In this case, (x, rsr, y) is a reduced extension of
(t, rsr, t · rwrs).
Then TxTrsrTy can be easily computed in all these cases.
(5) If w = sts, by Lemma 5.7(7), we must have R(xs) = L(sy) = {r, s}. We
assume x = x′ ·wrss, y = swrs · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {t}. By
Lemma 5.7(6), we have
TxTstsTy = Tx′·wrsTtTwrs·y′
= ξrTx′·wrs·t·rwrs·y′ + Tx′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′ .
(6) Now we consider the case of w = rt. By Lemma 5.7(8), we must have
R(xr) = {r, s} or R(xt) = {s, t} or R(xrs) = {r, s}.
(i) R(xr) = {r, s}. We assume x = x′ · wrsr for some x′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {t}. If
L(ty) = {t}, then TxTrtTy = Txrty by Lemma 5.7(6). If L(ty) = {s, t}, we assume
y = st · y′ for some y′ ∈W with L(y′) ⊆ {r}. Thus we have
TxTrtTy = ξsTx′·wrsTts·y′ + Tx′·wrssTts·y′ .
If L(ts · y′) = {t}, then by Lemma 5.7(6),
1 (x, rt, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr, rt, st), and
TxTrtTy = ξsTx′·wrs·ts·y′ + Tx′·wrss·ts·y′ .
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If L(ts · y′) = {r, t}, we assume y′ = swrs · y′′ for some y′′ ∈ W with L(y′′) ⊆ {t}.
Then by Lemma 5.7(6),
2 (x, rt, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr, rt, st · swrs), and
TxTrtTy = ξsTx′·wrsTt·wrs·y′′ + Tx′·wrssTt·wrs·y′′
= ξsξrTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′′ + ξsTx′·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′′
+ ξrTx′·wrssr·t·wrs·y′′ + Tx′·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′′ .
(ii) R(xrs) = {r, s}. We assume x = x′ · wrssr for some x′ ∈W with R(x′) ⊆ {t},
thus TxTrtTy = Tx′·wrssTty. Since l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y), we must have
L(ty) ⊆ {s, t}, we assume y = st · y′ for some y′ ∈ W with L(y′) ⊆ {r} , then
TxTrtTy = Tx′·wrsTtsy′ . By Lemma 5.7(6), we have L(tsy′) ⊆ {r, t} since l(xwy) <
l(x)+ l(w)+ l(y). Now we assume y′ = swrs ·y′′ for some y′′ ∈W with L(y′′) ⊆ {t}.
Then by Lemma 5.7(6),
3 (x, rt, y) is a reduced extension of (wrssr, rt, st · swrs), and
TxTrtTy = Tx′·wrsTt·wrs·y′′
= ξrTx′·wrs·t·rwrs·y′′ + Tx′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′′ .
(iii) R(xt) = {s, t}. We assume x = x′ · ts for some x′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {r},
thus TxTrtTy = Tx′TstsTry. If L(ry) = {r, s}, we may consider the transpose of
(x, rt, y) then we are in case (1). If L(ry) = {r}, by Lemma 5.7(7), we must have
R(x′s) = L(sry) = {r, s}, then we may consider the transpose of (x, rt, y) then we
are in case (2).
(7) If w = st, since l(y) ≥ 1, we assume y = ry′ for some y′ ∈ W with L(y′) ⊆
{s}, thus TxTstTy = TxsTrtTy′ . If R(xs) = {s}, by the case of w = rt, we must be
in the following cases if l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y).
1 (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsrs, st, rst).
2 (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsrs, st, rst · swrs).
3 (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrssrs, st, rst · swrs).
Then TxTstTy can be easily computed in all these cases. If R(xs) = {r, s}, we
assume x = x′ · wrss for some x′ ∈W with R(x′) ⊆ {t}. Then
TxTstTy = Tx′·wrsTrtTy′
= ξrTx′·wrsTty′ + Tx′·wrsrTty′ .
If L(ty′) = {t}, then by Lemma 5.7(6), we have
TxTstTy = ξrTx′·wrs·ty′ + Tx′·wrsr·ty′ ,
so 4 (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrss, st, r).
If L(ty′) = {s, t}, we assume y′ = st · y′′ for some y′′ ∈ W with L(y′′) ⊆ {r}.
Then
TxTstTy = ξrTx′·wrsTsts·y′′ + Tx′·wrsrTsts·y′′
= ξrξsTx′·wrsTts·y′′ + ξrTx′·wrssTts·y′′
+ ξsTx′·wrsrTts·y′′ + Tx′·wrsrsTts·y′′ .
If L(tsy′′) = {t}, by Lemma 5.7(6) and the case of w = rsrsr, we we must be in
the following cases.
5 (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrss, st, rst).
6 mrs = 7, (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t · wrss, st, rst · srwrs).
If L(tsy′′) = {r, t}, we assume y′′ = swrs · y′′′ for some y′′′ ∈W with L(y′′′) ⊆ {t}.
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By Lemma 5.7(6), we have
TxTstTy = ξrξsTx′·wrsTt·wrs·y′′′ + ξrTx′·wrssTt·wrs·y′′′
+ ξsTx′·wrsrTt·wrs·y′′′ + Tx′·wrsrsTt·wrs·y′′′
= ξ2rξsTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′′′ + ξrξsTx′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′′′
+ ξ2rTx′·wrssr·t·wrs·y′′′ + ξrTx′·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′′′
+ ξsTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′′′ + ξrTx′·wrsrsTt·rwrs·y′′′ + Tx′·wrsrsrTt·rwrs·y′′′ .
By Lemma 5.7(6), we must be in the following cases.
7 (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrss, st, rst · swrs).
8 mrs = 7, (x, st, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t · wrss, st, rst · swrs).
(8) At last, we consider the case of w = rs. Since l(x) ≥ 1, we assume x = x′t
for some x′ ∈ W with R(x′) ⊆ {s}, thus TxTrsTy = Tx′TrtTsy. If L(sy) = {s}, by
the case of w = rt, if l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y), we must have
1 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t, rs, t).
If L(sy) = {s, t}, we assume y = ts · y′, for some y′ ∈W with L(y′) ⊆ {r}, then we
have
TxTrsTy = Tx′rtTtsty′
= ξtTx′rTstsy′ + Tx′rTsty′ .
(5.1)
First we consider L(x′r) = {r}. By Lemma 5.7(7), we have Tx′rTstsy′ = Tx′·rsts·y′ .
By the case of w = st, we must be in the following cases.
2 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (t, rs, ts).
3 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsrsr · t, rs, tsrst).
4 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsrsr · t, rs, tsrst · swrs).
5 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrssrsr · t, rs, tsrst · swrs).
6 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrssr · t, rs, tsr).
7 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrssr · t, rs, tsrst).
8 mrs = 7, (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t ·wrssr · t, rs, tsrst · srwrs).
9 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrssr · t, rs, tsrst · swrs).
10 mrs = 7, (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t · wrssr · t, rs, tsrst · swrs).
Then we consider L(x′r) = {r, s}. We assume x′ = x′′ ·wrsr for some x′′ ∈W with
R(x′′) ⊆ {t}, thus by Lemma 5.7(6), we have
TxTrsTy = ξtTx′′·wrsTstsy′ + Tx′′·wrsTsty′
= ξtξsTx′′·wrsTtsy′ + ξtTx′′·wrssTtsy′ + ξsTx′′·wrsTty′ + Tx′′·wrssTty′
= ξtξsTx′′·wrs·tsy′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·tsy′ + ξsTx′′·wrsTty′ + Tx′′·wrssTty′ .
If y′ = e, then
11 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t, rs, ts).
If y′ 6= e, we assume y′ = ry′′ for some y′′ ∈W with L(y′′) ⊆ {s}, thus
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTx′′·wrs·tsry′′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·tsry′′ + ξsTx′′·wrsTtry′′ + Tx′′·wrssTtry′′
= ξtξsTx′′·wrs·tsry′′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·tsry′′ + ξsξrTx′′·wrsTty′′
+ ξsTx′′·wrsrTty′′ + ξrTx′′·wrssTty′′ + Tx′′·wrssrTty′′ .
If L(ty′′) = {t}, then
12 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t, rs, tsr).
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If L(ty′′) = {s, t}, we assume y′′ = sty′′′ for some y′′′ ∈W with L(y′′′) ⊆ {r}, thus
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTx′′·wrs·tsrsty′′′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·tsrsty′′′ + ξsξrTx′′·wrsTstsy′′′
+ ξsTx′′·wrsrTstsy′′′ + ξrTx′′·wrsTtsy′′′ + Tx′′·wrssrTstsy′′′
= ξtξsTx′′·wrs·tsrsty′′′ + ξtTx′′·wrss·tsrsty′′′ + ξ
2
sξrTx′′·wrsTtsy′′′
+ ξsξrTx′′·wrssTtsy′′′ + ξ
2
sTx′′·wrsrTtsy′′′ + ξsTx′′·wrsrsTtsy′′′
+ ξrTx′′·wrsTtsy′′′ + ξsTx′′·wrssrTtsy′′′ + Tx′′·wrssrsTtsy′′′ .
If L(tsy′′′) = {t}, then we must be in the following cases.
13 (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t, rs, tsrst).
14 mrs = 8, (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t · wrsr · t, rs, tsrst · srwrs).
15 mrs = 7, (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (st · wrsr · t, rs, tsrst · srwrs).
16 mrs = 7, (x, rs, y) is a reduced extension of (wrsr · t · wrsr · t, rs, tsrst · srwrs).
If L(tsy′′′) = {r, t}, we assume y′′′ = swrs·y′′′′ for some y′′′′ ∈W with L(y′′′′) ⊆ {t},
thus
17 x = x′·wrsr·t, y = tsrst·swrs·y′ for some x′′, y′′′′ ∈W withR(x′′),L(y′′′′) ⊆ {t}.
We have deg TxTrsTy ≤ L(rsrs) by (5.1) and Lemma 5.7(9).
This completes the proof. 
The following corollary follows from Lemma 5.8 and (2.2).
Corollary 5.9. Let N ∈ N, w ∈Wrs and x, y ∈W with R(x),L(y) ⊆ {t}.
(1) Assume l(w) ≥ 2. If mrs ≥ 8, then
deg pw,wrs
NTx
NTw
NTy ≤ −L(rs).
If mrs = 7, then
deg pw,wrs
NTx
NTw
NTy ≤ −L(r) = −L(s).
(2) Assume l(w) ≤ 1. Then we have
deg pw,wrs
NTx
NTw
NTy ≤ max{L(r), L(s)} − L(wrs) +N. (5.2)
6. Conditions for the equality
In sections 6, 7, 8, we prove Conjecture 3.1 for Coxeter groups of rank 3 that
are listed in section 1. In these sections, we assume that W>N = Ω>N , and W>N
is ≺LR closed.
By assumption, W≤N = Ω≤N . We will frequently use the argument: if d ∈ D
appears in a reduced expression of z ∈ W≤N , we have d ∈ D≤N . Otherwise,
d ∈ D>N implies that z ∈ Ω>N = W>N , a contradiction with z ∈W≤N .
Proposition 6.1. For any x, y ∈W≤N , we have degNTxNTy ≤ N , and the equality
holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
The proof will occupy the rest of this section. The first half of this proposition
is known by (2.2). The key point is to prove y ∈ Ω≥N when the equality holds. For
this, we use induction on l(y). It is is easy to check the proposition for l(y) = 0, 1.
Now assume l(y) ≥ 2 and that
for y′ with l(y′) < l(y),degNTx′NTy′ = N implies y′ ∈ Ω≥N . (6.1)
Let t1 ∈ L(y), t2 ∈ L(t1y), I = {t1, t2}. Write x = x1 · u and y = v · y1 with
u, v ∈WI , x1, y1 ∈W and R(x1),L(y1) ⊆ S \ I. We have
NTx
NTy =
∑
w∈(WI)≤N
Nfu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 .
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Thus for our purpose, it suffices to prove that, for every w ∈ (WI)≤N ,
deg(Nfu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1) ≤ N, and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N . (6.2)
If l(x1wy1) = l(x1) + l(w) + l(y1), then the equality in claim (6.2) holds only if
degNfu,v,w = N , which implies that v ∈ Ω≥N and hence y ∈ Ω≥N (see case (i) of
the proof of [Xie19, Prop.6.3]). For the case of w with l(w) ≤ 1, we refer the reader
to cases (iii)(iv) of the proof of [Xie19, Prop. 6.3].
In the rest of the proof, we assume that l(w) ≥ 2 and l(x1wy1) < l(x1) + l(w) +
l(y1).
Note that Nfu,v,w has following 3 cases.
(1) (WI)>N = ∅, and Nfu,v,w = fu,v,w;
(2) (WI)>N = {wI}, and Nfu,v,w = fu,v,w − fu,v,wIpw,wI ;
(3) L(t1) 6= L(t2), (WI)>N = {dI , wI}, and
Nfu,v,w = fu,v,w − fu,v,wIpw,wI − (fu,v,dI − fu,v,wIpdI ,wI )pw,dI .
Then claim (6.2) will follow from the following three steps.
A general procedure. Let Tx1TwTy1 =
∑
z αzTz with αz ∈ A.
Step I. The goal of this step is to prove that deg(fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1) ≤ N and
the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
Let ξ be a monomial that appears in fu,v,w (with positive coefficient). Then for
this step it suffice to prove
deg ξ + deg(NTx1
NTw
NTy1) ≤ N,
and that the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N . If deg ξ ≤ 0, then we can use
induction hypothesis (6.1), and hence we focus on the case of deg ξ > 0. By
subsection 4.1, we have a condition R1 on u, v. Then condition R1, together with
x = x1u, y = vy1 ∈ W≤N = Ω≤N , gives a restriction R2 on L(r), L(s), L(t). Using
R2, we have an inequality R3. Then we prove deg ξ + degαz + deg
NTz ≤ N for
any z and that the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N . This will complete Step I.
Step II. Assume that WI is finite and wI ∈ (WI)>N , i.e. N < L(wI). The goal
of this step is to prove that
deg fu,v,wIpw,wI
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ N,
and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
Let δ = deg fu,v,wIpw,wI . If δ ≤ 0, then we apply induction hypothesis (6.1) to
NTx1w
NTy1 . If δ > 0, then by subsection 4.2, we have a restriction J1 on u, v, δ,
which, together with x1u, vy1 ∈ Ω≤N , gives a restriction J2 on L(r), L(s), L(t).
This restriction J2 gives an inequality J3, and then implies δ+degαz+deg
NTz ≤ N
for any z and the condition of taking equality. This will complete Step II.
Step III. Assume that WI is finite, dI , wI ∈ (WI)>N and w ≤ dI . The goal of
this step is to prove that
deg((fu,v,dI − fu,v,wIpdI ,wI )pw,dINTx1NTwNTy1) ≤ N,
and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
Let γ = (fu,v,dI − fu,v,wIpdI ,wI )pw,dI . If γ ≤ 0, then we apply induction hy-
pothesis (6.1) to NTx1w
NTy1 . If γ > 0, then by results from subsection 4.3, we
have a restriction K1 on u, v, δ and γ, which, together with x1u, vy1 ∈ Ω≤N , gives
a restriction K2 on L(r), L(s), L(t). This restriction K2 gives an inequality K3,
and then implies γ + degαz + deg
NTz ≤ N for any z and the condition of taking
equality. This will complete Step III.
Note that if l(w) = 2, then γ ≤ 0 alway holds by Corollary 4.12. Hence we can
skip Step III when l(w) = 2.
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6.1. The case of ∞ = mrs > mst ≥ 3. According to Lemma 5.4, the proof is
divided into two cases as follows.
Since Wrs is an infinite group, we only need to consider Step I when w ∈Wrs.
Case (1) w = srs, x1 = x2 · wsts, y1 = swst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W and
Tx1TsrsTy1 = ξtTx2·wst·r·twst·y2 + Tx2·wstt·r·twst·y2 .
Apply the general procedure. According to Lemma 4.2, we have two cases for
Step I. (Substitute ξ, R1, R2, R3 of the following table into the general procedure
outlined above.)
ξ R1 R2 R3
ξs su < u and vs < v L(wst) ≤ N L(s) + L(t) < N
ξr (u, v) = (sr · u′, u′−1 · rs) L(rt) ≤ N L(r) + L(t) ≤ N
Case (2) w = rs, x1 = x2 · t, y1 = swst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W and
Tx1TrsTy1 = ξtTx2·r·wst·y2 + Tx2·r·twst·y2 .
According to Lemma 4.4, we have two cases for Step I.
ξ R1 R2 R3
ξs (u, v) = (rs · u′, u′−1 · s) L(wst) ≤ N L(s) + L(t) < N
ξr (u, v) = (r · u′, u′−1 · rs) L(rt) ≤ N L(r) + L(t) ≤ N
Note that we also need to verify the transpose cases, but the proofs are similar.
Hereafter, we always omit the transpose cases.
6.2. The case of 4 ≤ mrs,mst < ∞ with (mrs,mst) 6= (4, 4). Since 2L(r) +
2L(s) ≤ L(wrs) and 2L(s) + 2L(t) ≤ L(wst) and at most one of them holds, we
have
L(srst) < max{L(wrs), L(wst)}. (6.3)
In the following this property is often used without mention.
According to Lemma 5.6, this case is divided into the following ones. (In addition
to the transpose ones, the cases with r, t exchanged are omitted.)
Case (1) w = srs, x1 = x2 · wsts, y1 = swst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W and
Tx1TsrsTy1 = ξtTx2·wst·r·twst·y2 + Tx2·wstt·r·twst·y2 .
We have I = {s, r}. We follow the general procedure.
Step I. If u = wI or v = wI , then wrs, wst ∈ D≤N , so we have
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(srs) + L(t) < N.
If u 6= wI and v 6= wI , we have the following cases according to Lemma 4.1.
ξ R1 R2 R3
ξs su < u or vs < v wst ∈ D≤N L(st) < N
ξr (u, v) = (sr · u′, u′−1 · rs) or (swI , wIs) rt ∈ D≤N L(rt) ≤ N
Step II. wI ∈ (WI)>N . By Corollary 4.7, for δ > 0 we have the following cases.
J1 J2 J3
su < u or vs < v, and δ < 2L(s) wst ∈ D≤N 2L(s) + L(t) < N
ru < u, vr < v, and δ = L(r) rt ∈ D≤N L(r) + L(t) ≤ N
(Substitute J1, J2, J3 into Step II of the general procedure.)
Step III. {dI , wI} ⊆ (WI)>N . For γ > 0, by Corollary 4.11, we have
K1 : L(s) > L(r), su < u and vs < v, and γ ≤ L(r)
K2 : wst ∈ D≤N K3 : L(s) + L(t) < N.
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(Substitute K1, K2, K3 into Step III of the general procedure.)
Case (2) w = rsr, mst = 4, x1 = x2 · wrsr · t and y1 = t · rwrs · y2 for some
x2, y2 ∈W , and
Tx1TrsrTy1 = ξsTx2·wrs·tst·swrsy2 + Tx2wrss·tst·swrs·y2 .
We have I = {s, r}. We follow the general procedure.
Step I. If u = wI or v = wI , then wrs ∈ D≤N , so we have
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(rsr) + L(s) < N.
If u 6= wI and v 6= wI , we have the following cases according to Lemma 4.1.
(1) ξ = ξr.
R1 : ru < u or vr < v R2 : wI ∈ D≤N
R3 : L(s) + L(r) < N.
(2) ξs appears in fu,v,w, and (u, v) = (rs · u′, u′−1 · sr) or (rwI , wIr).
The first case implies that L(wrs) ≤ N since y ∈W≤N , hence 2L(s) < N .
In the second case, i.e. (u, v) = (rwI , wIr) we need to prove
2L(s) + degNTx2·wrs·tst·swrsy2 ≤ N (6.4)
and that the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N . If L(wrs) ≤ N , it is obvious.
Hence we assume L(wrs) > N , so x2 ·wrs ·tst·swrsy2 /∈W≤N and (mst = 4)
NTx2·wrs·tst·swrsy2 = −
∑
z<wrs
pz,wrs
NTx2·(wrss)·tst·z
NTy2
For every z < wrs, we will prove that
2L(s) + deg pz,wrs + deg
NTx2·(wrss)·tst·z
NTy2 ≤ N (6.5)
and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
Assume first l(z) ≥ 4, then x2 · (wrss) · tst · z · y2 is reduced by Lemma
5.5(11). We have
2L(s) + deg pz,wrs ≤ 2L(s)− L(r) < L′(dI) ≤ N, if L(s) > L(r),
2L(s) + deg pz,wrs ≤ L(s) ≤ N, if L(r) ≥ L(s),
and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N since s appears in y. (Note that
mrs ≥ 5 due to mst = 4.)
Assume now l(z) ≤ 3, by induction hypothesis, we have
degNTx2·(wrss)·tst·z
NTy2 ≤ N,
and the equality holds only if y2 ∈ Ω≥N . If mrs 6= 6 or w 6= srs, then
2L(s) + deg pz,wrs ≤ 0, so (6.5) holds. Assume mrs = 6 and w = srs. If
x2 ·(wrss)·tst·z ·y2 is reduced, then L(s)−2L(r) < N . If x2 ·(wrss)·tst·z ·y2
is not reduced, by Lemma 5.6(1), we have degNTx2·(wrss)·tst·z
NTy2 ≤ L(s)
and y2 = swst · y′ for some y′ and hence wst appears in y ∈W≤N . Hence
2L(s) + deg pz,wrs + deg
NTx2·(wrss)·tst·z
NTy2
≤2L(s)− (L(s) + 2L(r)) + L(s) < L(wst) ≤ N.
Step II. wI ∈ (WI)>N . According to Corollary 4.7, for δ > 0, we have the
following cases.
(1) J1 : ru < u or vr < v and δ < 2L(s),
J2 : wrs ∈ D≤N , J3 : 2L(r) + L(s) < N.
(2) su < u, vs < v, and δ = L(s). Then we need to prove L(s)+deg(NTx1
NTrsr
NTy1) ≤ N and that the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N . For this, see (6.4).
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Step III. {dI , wI} ⊆ (WI)>N . According to Corollary 4.11, we have K1: L(r) >
L(s), ru < u and vr < v, and γ ≤ L(s),
K2 : wrs ∈ D≤N , K3 : γ + L(s) ≤ 2L(s) < N.
Case (3) w = rt, x1 = x2 · wrsr, y2 = twst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
Tx1TrtTy1 = ξsTx2·wrs·swst·y2 + Tx2·wrss·swst·y2 .
In this case, I = {r, t}. Since w = rt ∈ (WI)≤N , and mrt = 2, we only need to
consider step I. We have the following cases.
ξ R1 R2 R3
ξrξt u = v = rt wst, wrs ∈ D≤N L(r) + L(t) + L(s) < N
ξr (u, v) = (r, rt), (rt, r) wrs ∈ D≤N L(r) + L(s) < N
ξt (u, v) = (t, rt), (rt, t) wst ∈ D≤N L(s) + L(t) < N
Case (4) w = rs.
We have I = {r, s}. By Corollary 4.12, γ ≤ 0 since l(w) = 2. Thus we only
consider Step I and II.
Here we only give the proof of case 1 of Lemma 5.6(4) and the other cases are
similar. In this case, x1 = x2 · wrsr · t, y1 = swst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
Tx1TrsTy1 = ξtξsTx2·wrss·wst·y2 + ξtTx2·wrss·swst·y2
+ ξsTx2·wrs·stwst·y2 + Tx2·wrss·stwst·y2 .
Step I. By Lemma 4.3, we have following 3 cases.
(1) ξ = ξrξs. R1: u = v = wrs. R2 : wrs, wst ∈ D≤N . R3 : L(r) + 2L(s) +
L(t) < N.
(2) ξr appears in fu,v,w and ru < u.
Then x ∈W≤N implies that L(wrs) ≤ N and L(rt) ≤ N . If L(t) ≤ L(s),
we have L(r)+L(s)+L(t) ≤ 2L(s)+L(r) < N . It is similar for L(t) ≤ L(r).
For the case of L(wst) ≤ N , it is also easy.
In the following we assume that L(t) > L(s), L(t) > L(r) and L(wst) >
N . Thus by Lemma 4.3(3), (u, v) = (wrs, wrss).
(a) mrs ≥ 5. Since L(t) > L(s), then the fact that swst appears in y
implies that 2L(t)−L(s) ≤ N , i.e. L(t)− 12L(s) ≤ 12N . Since mrs ≥ 5,
we have 3L(s) + 2L(r) ≤ N , i.e. 32L(s) +L(r) ≤ 12N . Then we obtain
L(s) + L(r) + L(t) ≤ N , and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
(b) mrs = 4. We will prove
L(r) + deg ξtξs
NTx2·wrss·wst·y2 ≤ N,
and that the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N . Then we consider
NTx2·wrss·wst·y2 = −
∑
z<wst
pz,wst
NTx2·wrss·z
NTy2 .
It suffices to prove that
L(rst) + deg pz,wst + deg
NTx2·wrss·z
NTy2 ≤ N, (6.6)
and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N . Note that mst ≥ 6, since
L(s) 6= L(t) and (mrs,mst) 6= (4, 4). We have two cases.
(i) If l(z) ≤ 2 or z = sts, we have L(rst) + deg pz,wst < 0. Then
(6.6) follows since degNTx2·wrss·z
NTy2 ≤ N .
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(ii) If l(z) ≥ 4 or z = tst, then x2 · wrss · z · y2 is reduced3, and we
have deg pz,wst ≤ −L(s). Then (6.6) follows and the equality
holds only if L(rt) = N , which implies y ∈ Ω≥N .
(3) ξ = ξs. R1 : sv < v. R2 : wst ∈ D≤N . R3 : 2L(s) + L(t) < N .
Step II. wI ∈ (WI)>N . By Lemma 4.8, for δ > 0, we have
L(r) 6= L(s), δ = |L(r)− L(s)|, u = v = dI .
If L(r) > L(s), then wrs appears in x ∈ x1u ∈ W≤N , a contradiction with wI ∈
(WI)>N . If L(r) < L(s), then vs < v and wst ∈ D≤N , which implies that δ +
L(st) < 2L(s) + L(t) < N .
6.3. The case of mrs ≥ 7,mst = 3. One important feature of this case is that
L(s) = L(t).
According to Lemma 5.8, the proof is divided into the following cases.
Case (1) w = rsrsr. We have I = {r, s}.
If L(wrs) ≤ N , then we have Nfu,v,w = fu,v,w, thus
degNfu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(rsrsr) + L(s) < L(wrs) ≤ N.
If L(wrs) > N , then u 6= wrs and v 6= wrs since u, v ∈ (WI)≤N . We have
x1 = x2 ·wrsr · t, y1 = t · rwrs ·y2 for some y1, y2 ∈W with R(x2),L(y2) ⊆ {t}, and
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 = ξs
NTx2·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y2 +
NTx2·wrss·tsrst·swrs·y2
= −ξs
∑
z<wrs
pz,wrs
NTx2·z
NTtsrst·swrs·y2 +
NTx2·wrss·tsrst·swrs·y2 .
In WI we have deg
Nfu,v,w ≤ N, and the equality holds only if v ∈ Ω≥N . Then by
Corollary 5.9(1), we obtain
degNfu,v,w
−ξs ∑
z<wrs,l(z)≥2
pz,wrs
NTx2·z
NTtsrst·swrs·y2 +
NTx2·wrss·tsrst·swrs·y2
 ≤ N,
and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
On the other hand, by Corollary 4.13, we have degNfu,v,w < L(w). Then by
Corollary 5.9(2), we obtain
degNfu,v,wξs
∑
z<wrs,l(z)≤1
pz,wrs
NTx2·z
NTtsrst·swrs·y2
< L(w) + L(s) + max{L(r), L(s)} − L(wrs) +N
≤ N.
Case (2) w = rsrs. Take the same method as the case (1).
Case (3) w = srs. We have I = {r, s}.
Step I. By Lemma 5.8(3), we have deg Tx1TsrsTy1 ≤ L(rs). Hence
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(srsrs).
3Assume x2 · wrss · z · y2 is not reduced. By applying Lemma 5.6 (with r, t exchanged) to
(x2 ·wrss, z, y2), we have z = tst and x2 ·wrss = x′2 ·wstt · r for some x′2. Since mrs = 4, we have
x2 · r = x′2 · wstts, a contradiction with Lemma 5.5(5).
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Thus if L(wrs) ≤ N , then we are done. In the following, we assume L(wrs) > N .
Thus u, v 6= wrs. For case 1 of Lemma 5.8(3), we have the following cases.
ξ R1 R2 R3
ξs su < u or vs < v sts ∈ D≤N L(s) + L(t) < N
ξr u = v
−1 = sr · u′ or swrs rt ∈ D≤N L(r) + L(t) ≤ N
For cases 2 and 3 , we only need to consider the case of u = v−1 = swrs, then
apply Corollary 5.9. For case 4 , we have the following cases.
ξ R1 R2 R3
ξs vs < v sts ∈ D≤N L(s) + L(t) < N
ξr u = v
−1 = swrs rt ∈ D≤N L(r) + L(t) ≤ N
Step II. wI ∈ (WI)>N . Assume δ > 0. For cases 1 of Lemma 5.8(3), we have
the following cases.
J1 J2 J3
su < u or vs < v, and δ < 2L(s) sts ∈ D≤N 2L(s) + L(t) ≤ N
ru < u, vr < v, and δ = L(r) rt ∈ D≤N L(r) + L(t) ≤ N
For cases 2 and 3 , we only need to consider the case of ru < u, vr < v, and
δ = L(r), then apply Corollary 5.9. For case 4 , we have the following cases.
J1 J2 J3
vs < v and δ < 2L(s) sts ∈ D≤N 2L(s) + L(t) ≤ N
ru < u, vr < v, and δ = L(r) rt ∈ D≤N L(r) + L(t) ≤ N
Step III. dI , wI ∈ (WI)>N . For γ > 0, by Corollary 4.11, we have L(s) > L(r),
su < u, vs < v, γ ≤ L(r). Since mrs is even and L(wrs) > N , we must be in case
1 of Lemma 5.8(3). Then it is obvious.
Case (4) w = rsr. We have I = {r, s}.
Step I. If wrs ∈ D≤N , then deg fu,v,wNTx1NTwNTy1 < N . Assume in the rest of
this step that L(wrs) > N . Thus u, v 6= wrs.
For cases 1 4 of Lemma 5.8(4) we use Corollary 5.9.
Consider case 2 of Lemma 5.8(4). If ru < u or vr < v, then wrs ∈ D≤N . By
Lemma 4.1, it remains to consider the case u = rwrs = v
−1, ξ = ξt. Then we have
• deg ξt(ξ2sξrNTx2·wrsr·t·wrs·y2 +ξsξrNTx2·wrsr·t·swrs·y2 +ξsξrNTx2·wrss·t·rwrs·y2)
< N using Corollary 5.9,
• 3L(s) ≤ N with the equality holding only if y ∈ Ω≥N ,
• L(rt) ≤ N with the equality holding only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
Consider case 3 of Lemma 5.8(4). If vr < v, then wrs ∈ D≤N . By Lemma 4.1, it
remains to consider the cases (i) u = swrs, v = wrsr, ξ = ξr and (ii) u = rwrs = v
−1,
ξ = ξt. Then they are proved as the above case 2 .
Step II. wI ∈ (WI)>N . Assume δ > 0. By Corollary 4.7, we have the following
two cases:
(i) ru < u or vr < v, and δ < 2L(r);
(ii) su < u and vs < v, and δ = L(s).
For cases 1 4 of Lemma 5.8(4), using Corollary 5.9 to conclude that deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ N and the equality holds only y ∈ Ω≥N .
For 2 of Lemma 5.8(4), we can exclude (i). For (ii) we using Corollary 5.9 again.
For 3 of Lemma 5.8(4), we must have vs < v. By Lemma 4.6, (i) can be refined
as (i’) : ru < u, vs < v, δ ≤ L(r). Then we apply Corollary 5.9.
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Step III. {dI , wI} ⊆ (WI)>N . For γ > 0, by Corollary 4.11, we have L(r) > L(s),
ru < u, vr < r, γ ≤ L(s). Since L(wrs) > N , we must be in case 1 of Lemma
5.8(4). Thus deg Tx1TrsTy1 ≤ L(r). We obtain
γ + degNTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(rs) ≤ N,
The equality holds only if L(rt) = N , which implies y ∈ Ω≥N .
Case (5) w = sts. In this case, I = {s, t}, (x1, sts, y1) is a reduced extension of
(wrss, sts, swrs), and deg Tx1TstsTy1 = L(r). Since L(s) = L(t), by Corollary 4.7
and Lemma 4.6, we only need to consider Step I.
If su < u or vs < v, then wrs appears in x1u or vy1, and hence
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(sts) + L(r) < L(wrs) ≤ N.
According to Lemma 4.1, it remains to prove that case u = v−1 = ts, ξ = ξt. In
this case, we have
deg ξNTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(rt) ≤ N,
and the equality holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .
Case(6) w = rt.
In this case, I = {r, t}, mrt = 2. Since rt ∈ (W )≤N , we only need to do Step I.
Assume first that L(wrs) ≤ N . We have
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(rt) + L(rs) = L(srsr) < N.
Then we are done. Assume in the rest that L(wrs) > N .
Consider 1 of Lemma 5.8(6). If ru < u, then wrs appears in x1u. It remains to
consider the case u = t, v = rt, fu,v,w = ξt. Then we have deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTrt
NTy1 ≤
2L(s) < N .
Consider 2 of Lemma 5.8(6). If deg fu,v,w > 0 we have ru < u or vt < v, and
hence wrs appears in x1u or vy1.
Consider 3 of Lemma 5.8(6). If vt < v, then wrs appears in vy1. It remains to
consider the case u = rt, v = r, fu,v,w = ξr. Then we use Corollary 5.9 to obtain
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 < N .
Case(7) w = st. In this case, I = {s, t}. Since L(s) = L(t), we only need to
consider Step I and Step II.
Step I. Assume first that L(wrs) ≤ N . We have
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(st) + L(rsr) = L(srsrs) < N.
Then we are done. Assume in the rest of this step that L(wrs) > N .
Consider 1 of Lemma 5.8 (7). According to Lemma 4.3, if deg fu,v,w > 0, then
u = wst or vt < v. Thus sts ∈ (W )≤N . Therefore
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(st) + L(s) = L(sts) ≤ N.
The equality holds only if L(sts) = N and u = v = sts, which implies that y ∈ Ω≥N .
Consider 2 3 of Lemma 5.8(7). If vt < v, then wrs appears in y. Since we
assume L(wrs) > N , by Lemma 4.3, it remains to consider the case of u = sts,
v = ts, fu,v,w = ξt. Then we conclude deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 < N using Corollary
5.9 and 2L(s) < N .
Consider 4 5 6 of Lemma 5.8(7). If su < u, then wrs appears in x. Since we
assume L(wrs) > N , by Lemma 4.3, it remains to consider the case of u = ts, v =
sts, fu,v,w = ξs. Then we conclude deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 < N using Corollary
5.9 and 2L(s) < N . (In the case of 5 , we also need L(rt) ≤ N and the equality
holds only if y ∈ Ω≥N .)
Consider 7 8 of Lemma 5.8(7). If deg fu,v,w > 0, then by Lemma 4.3, we have
u = wst or vt < v, and then wrs always appears in x1u or vy1 in these two cases.
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Step II. Since L(s) = L(t), by Lemma 4.8, we always have δ ≤ 0.
Case (8) w = rs.
In this case, we have I = {r, s} and by Corollary 4.12, we only need to do Step
I and Step II. By Lemma 5.8, we have deg Tx1TrsTy1 ≤ L(rsrs).
Step I. Assume first that L(wrs) ≤ N . We have
deg fu,v,w
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(rs) + L(rsrs) = L(rsrsrs) < N.
Then we are done. Assume in the rest of this step that L(wrs) > N , thus u, v 6= wrs.
According to Lemma 4.3, if deg fu,v,rs > 0, then ru < u and vs < v, so we are in
case 2 3 6 7 8 of Lemma 5.8(8), and we have L(rt) ≤ N and L(sts) ≤ N . If mrs
is odd, then we obtain
deg fu,v,rs
NTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ L(s) + 2L(s) = L(sts) ≤ N,
the equality holds only if L(sts) = N , which implies that y ∈ Ω≥N . If mrs is even,
then we are in case 2 3 6 7 of Lemma 5.8(8). Here we only give the proof of case
7 and the other cases are similar. In this case, we assume x1 = x2 · wrssr · t,
y1 = tsrst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W with R(x2) ⊆ {t}, L(y2) ⊆ {r}, then
NTx2·wrssr·t
NTrs
NTtsrst·y2
= ξs
NTx2·wrs·tsrst·y2 + ξrξs
NTx2·wrs·ts·y2 + ξr
NTx2·wrss·ts·y2
+ ξs
NTx2·wrsr·ts·y2 +
NTx2·wrsrs·ts·y2
= ξs
NTx2·wrs·tsrst·y2 + ξrξs(−
∑
z<wrs,z 6=wrss,wrsr
pz,wrs
NTx2·z
NTts·y2)
+ q−2L(s)ξrNTx2·wrss·ts·y2 + q
−2L(r)ξsNTx2·wrsr·ts·y2 +
NTx2·wrsrs·ts·y2 .
It is easy to see
deg fu,v,rs(ξs
NTx2·wrs·tsrst·y2 + q
−2L(r)ξsNTx2·wrsr·ts·y2 +
NTx2·wrsrs·ts·y2) < N.
By Corollary 5.9, we have
deg fu,v,rsξrξs(−
∑
z<wrs,z 6=wrss,wrsr
pz,wrs
NTx2·z
NTts·y2) < N.
If L(s) ≥ L(r), then deg q−2L(s)fu,v,rsξrNTx2·wrss·ts·y2 ≤ 0 < N . If L(r) > L(s),
then dI appears in x1, thus
deg q−2L(s)fu,v,rsξrNTx2·wrss·ts·y2 ≤ 2L(r)− 2L(s) < L′(dI) ≤ N.
Step II. wI ∈ (WI)>N . Let δ > 0. We have mrs = 2m is even, L(r) 6= L(s) and
u = v = dI , and δ = |L(r)− L(s)| by Lemma 4.8.
We only need to consider cases 1 – 7 , 9 , 11 – 14 of Lemma 5.8(8). Since mrs is
even, we exclude 8 10 15 16 . We exclude 17 because wI appears in x1u or vy1.
If we are in cases 2 3 5 6 7 and L(r) > L(s), then we have deg Tx1Trs Ty1 ≤ L(r)
and δ = L(r)− L(s). Hence
δ + degNTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ 2L(r)− L(s) < L′(dI) ≤ N.
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If we are in case 4 and L(r) > L(s), then x1 = x2 ·wrsrsr · t, y1 = tsrst ·swrs ·y2
for some x2, y2 ∈W with R(x2),L(y2) ⊆ {t}, and
NTx2·wrsrsr·t
NTrs
NTtsrst·swrs·y2
= ξt
NTx2·wrsr·tsrst·swrs·y2 + ξsξr
NTx2·wrsr·t·wrs·y2
+ ξs
NTx2·wrssr·t·rwrs·y2 + ξr
NTx2·wrssr·t·wrs·y2 +
NTx2·wrssr·t·rwrs·y2
= ξt
NTx2·wrsr·tsrst·swrs·y2 + ξsξr(−
∑
z<wrs
pz,wrs
NTx2·wrsr·t
NTz·y2)
+ ξs
NTx2·wrssr·t·rwrs·y2 + ξr
NTx2·wrssr·t·wrs·y2 +
NTx2·wrssr·t·rwrs·y2 .
By Corollary 5.9, we have
deg
( ∑
z<wrs
pz,wrs
NTx2·wrsr·t
NTz·y2
)
≤ max{−L(rs), L(r)− L(wrs) +N}.
Then we conclude that δ + degNTx1
NTw
NTy1 < N .
If we are in case 9 and L(r) > L(s), then x1 = x2 ·wrssr · t, y1 = tsrst · swrs ·y2
for some x2, y2 ∈W with R(x2),L(y2) ⊆ {t}, and
NTx2·wrssr·t
NTrs
NTtsrst·swrs·y2
= ξt
NTx2·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y2 + ξ
2
rξs
NTx2·wrsr·t·wrs·y2 + ξrξs
NTx2·wrsr·t·rwrs·y2
+ ξ2r
NTx2·wrssr·t·wrs·y2 + ξr
NTx2·wrssr·t·rwrs·y2 + ξs
NTx2·wrsr·t·wrs·y2
+ ξr
NTx2·wrsrs·t·rwrs·y2 +
NTx2·wrsrsr·t·rwrs·y2
= ξt
NTx2·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y2 + ξ
2
rξs(−
∑
z<wrs,z 6=rwrs
pz,wrs
NTx2·wrsr·t
NTz·y2)
+ q−2L(r)ξrξsNTx2·wrsr·t·rwrs·y2 + ξ
2
r (−
∑
z<wrs,z 6=rwrs
pz,wrs
NTx2·wrssr·t
NTz·y2)
+ q−2L(r)ξrNTx2·wrssr·t·rwrs·y2 + ξs
NTx2·wrsr·t·wrs·y2
+ ξr
NTx2·wrsrs·t·rwrs·y2 +
NTx2·wrsrsr·t·rwrs·y2 .
Then, as the case of 4 , we conclude that δ + degNTx1
NTw
NTy1 < N .
If we are in cases 2 – 7 , 9 , and L(s) > L(r), then we only need to consider
2 3 6 7 ; other cases are excluded using wrs ∈ D>N . We have deg Tx1TrsTy1 ≤
L(rs), δ = L(s)− L(r), and sts appears in vy1. Thus
δ + degNTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ 2L(s) < L(sts) ≤ N.
If we are in case 1 or 11 - 14 , then we must have L(s) > L(r); otherwise, wrs ∈
D>N appears in x1v ∈ Ω≤N , a contradiction. We have deg Tx1TrsTy1 ≤ L(srs) and
δ = L(s)− L(r). Then
δ + degNTx1
NTw
NTy1 ≤ 3L(s) ≤ N.
The equality holds only if we are in case 13 or 14 , L(sts) = N and sts appears in
y, which implies y ∈ Ω≥N .
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.
7. A property of length adding
Lemma 7.1. For any d ∈ DN , b ∈ Bd, y ∈ Ud, we have
l(bdy) = l(b) + l(d) + l(y).
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Proof. If d = e, then N = 0 and b = y = e, the result is obvious. If d ∈ S, we have
d, bd, dy ∈ ΩN and b ∈ Ω<N . Thus, b ∈ WS\{d} and L(dy) = {d}. Then we get
l(bdy) = l(b) + l(d) + l(y).
Now suppose l(d) ≥ 2. Then d = wJ for some J ⊆ S with |J | = 2, or d = r2wr1r2
for some r1, r2 ∈ S with mr1r2 ≥ 4 and L(r1) > L(r2). We have following 3 cases.
Case (1) ∞ = mrs > mst ≥ 3. We have d = rt or wst or swst or twst. Then by
Lemma 5.3(5)(6), we have l(bdy) = l(b) + l(d) + l(y).
Case (2) 4 ≤ mrs,mst < ∞ with (mrs,mst) 6= (4, 4). Without loss of generality,
we assume mrs ≥ mst. Thus mrs ≥ 5. By Lemma 5.5(10)(11)(15), we only
need to verify the case of d = rt and the case of d = sts with mst = 4 and
L(s) > L(t). If d = rt and l(bdy) < l(b) + l(d) + l(y), then by Lemma 5.6(3),
we have {R(br),L(ty)} = {{r, s}, {s, t}}. Thus L(wrs) ≤ N and L(wst) ≤ N , so
L(rt) < N , which contradicts with rt ∈ DN . If d = sts, mst = 4, L(s) > L(t) and
l(bdy) < l(b) + l(d) + l(y), by Lemma 5.6(1), we have R(bs) = L(sy) = {r, s} and
hence L(wrs) ≤ N , which contradicts with sts ∈ DN .
Case (3) ∞ > mrs ≥ 7,mst = 3. Note that L(s) = L(t). By Lemma 5.7(6), we
only need to verify the case of d = rt and the case of d = sts. If d = rt and l(bdy) <
l(b) + l(d) + l(y), then by Lemma 5.8(6), wrs appears in bd or dy, so L(wrs) ≤ N ,
which contradicts with rt ∈ DN . If d = sts and l(bdy) < l(b) + l(d) + l(y), by
Lemma 5.8(5), wrs appears in bd and dy, and hence L(wrs) ≤ N , which contradicts
with sts ∈ DN . 
Remark 7.2. From the above proof, one can see that if d ∈ DN with l(d) ≥ 2, and
x ∈ U−1d , y ∈ Ud, then we have
l(xdy) = l(x) + l(d) + l(y).
For l(d) = 1, it is easy to find a counterexample.
8. Estimation of degrees
The aim of this section is to prove a stronger version of Conjecture 3.1(3) for the
Coxeter groups that are listed in section 1.
Proposition 8.1. For d ∈ DN , x ∈ U−1d , y ∈ Ud, w ≤ d, we have
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ −deg pw,d.
If furthermore w 6= d and one of x ∈ Bd, y ∈ B−1d , l(w) ≥ 2 holds then
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) < −deg pw,d.
The proof will occupy the rest of this section.
If w = e, then −deg pw,d = N and it follows from Proposition 6.1.
Assume that w = r′ for some r′ ∈ S. By (2.2), deg(NTxr′NTr′y) ≤ N and
deg(NTx
NTr′y) ≤ N . Since Txr′Tr′y = ξr′Txr′Ty+TxTy, we have deg(ξr′NTxr′NTy) ≤
N . This implies
deg(NTxr′
NTy) ≤ N − L(r′) ≤ −deg pr′,d.
Assume furthermore w < d and x ∈ Bd (the proof is similar for y ∈ B−1d ). If
r′d < d, then we have x, xr′ ∈ Ω<N since r′ < d, and hence by Proposition 6.1,
deg(NTxr′
NTr′y) < N and deg(
NTx
NTr′y) < N . Then we have
deg(NTxr′
NTy) < N − L(r′) ≤ −deg pr′,d.
If r′d > d, then d = dI with I = {r′, s′} and L(s′) > L(r′) for some s′ ∈ S. Then
deg(NTxr′
NTy) ≤ N − L(r′) < N + L(r′) = −deg pr′,d by Lemma 4.9. This proves
the proposition for l(w) = 1.
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If l(xwy) = l(x) + l(w) + l(y), then deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ 0, and the proposition
follows since deg pw,d < 0 when w < d.
In the remainder we assume l(d) ≥ l(w) ≥ 2 and l(xwy) < l(x) + l(w) + l(y),
and prove the strict inequality in the proposition.
If mrs =∞ and 3 ≤ mst <∞, then by Lemma 5.4 nothing needs to prove.
8.1. The case of 4 ≤ mrs,mst < ∞ with (mrs,mst) 6= (4, 4). According to
Lemma 5.6, the proof is divided into the following cases.
We omit the transpose cases and the ones with r, t exchanged.
Case (1) w = srs, x = x2 · wsts, y = swst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
TxTsrsTy = ξtTx2·wst·r·twst·y2 + Tx2·wstt·r·twst·y2 .
Assume d = wrs. Since xd ∈ ΩN , we have L(wst) ≤ N = L(wrs). We obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(t) < L(wrs)− L(srs) = −deg pw,d.
The second inequality follows from (6.3).
Assume d = dI with I = {r, s}. If L(r) > L(s), then xd ∈ ΩN implies that
L(rt) ≤ N = L′(dI). Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(t) < L(rt)− L′(srs) ≤ L′(dI)− L′(srs) = −deg pw,d.
If L(s) > L(r), then xd ∈ ΩN implies that L(wst) ≤ N = L′(dI). Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(t) < L(wst)− L′(srs) ≤ L′(dI)− L′(srs) = −deg pw,d.
Case (2) w = rsr, mst = 4, x = x2 ·wrsr ·t and y = t·rwrs ·y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W ,
and
TxTrsrTy = ξsTx2·wrs·tst·swrsy2 + Tx2·wrss·tst·swrs·y2 .
Assume d = wrs. Then we have L(wrs) = N with mrs ≥ 5. We obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(s) < L(wrs)− L(rsr) = −deg pw,d.
Assume d = dI with I = {r, s} and mrs ≥ 6. Since L(wrs) > L′(dI) = N , we
must have L(s) > L(r). Then
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(s) < L′(dI)− L′(rsr) = −deg pw,d.
Case (3) w = rt, x = x2 · wrsr, y = twst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
TxTrtTy = ξsTx2·wrs·swst·y2 + Tx2·wrss·swst·y2 .
We must have d = w = rt. Then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply that L(wrs), L(wst) ≤ N .
Thus L(rt) < N , a contradiction with d ∈ DN . This case cannot happen.
Case (4) w = rs. There are 5 sub-cases as follows.
1 x = x2 · wrsr · t, y = swst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTx2·wrss·wst·y2 + ξtTx2·wrss·swst·y2
+ ξsTx2·wrs·stwst·y2 + Tx2·wrss·stwst·y2 .
Assume d = wrs. Then dy ∈ ΩN implies that L(wst) ≤ N = L(wrs). Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(st) < L(wrs)− L(rs) = −deg pw,d.
Assume d = dI with I = {r, s}. Since L(wrs) > L′(dI) = N , we must have
L(s) > L(r). Then dy ∈ ΩN implies that L(wst) ≤ N = L′(dI). Hence
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(st) < L(wst)− L′(rs) ≤ L′(dI)− L′(rs) = −deg pw,d.
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2 mst = 4, x = x2 · wrsr · t, y = swst · swrs · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
TxTrsTy = ξtξsTx2·wrss·wst·y2 + ξtTx2·wrss·swst·y2
+ ξsξrTx2·wrsr·t·wrs·y2 + ξsTx2·wrsr·t·rwrs·y2
+ ξrTx2·wrssr·t·wrs·y2 + Tx2·wrssr·t·rwrs·y2 .
We have mrs ≥ 5. Assume d = wrs. Since dy ∈ ΩN , we have L(wst) ≤ N = L(wrs).
Then we obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ max{L(st), L(sr)} < L(wrs)− L(rs) = −deg pw,d.
Assume d = dI with I = {r, s}. Then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply that L(wrs) ≤ N , thus
L′(dI) < N , contradict with d ∈ DN . So this case cannot happen.
3 x = x2 · t, y = swst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
TxTrsTy = ξtTx2·r·wst·y2 + Tx2·r·twst·y2 .
Assume d = wrs. Since dy ∈ ΩN , we have L(wst) ≤ N = L(wrs). Then we
obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(t) < L(wrs)− L(rs) = − deg pw,d.
The second inequality follows from (6.3).
Assume d = dI with I = {r, s}. If L(r) > L(s), then xd ∈ ΩN implies that
L(rt) ≤ N = L′(dI), so we obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(t) < L(rt)− L′(rs) ≤ L′(dI)− L′(rs) = −deg pw,d.
If L(s) > L(r), then dy ∈ ΩN implies that L(wst) ≤ N = L′(dI). Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(t) < L(wst)− L′(rs) ≤ L′(dI)− L′(rs) = −deg pw,d.
4 mst = 4, x = x2 · wrssr · t, y = swst · swrs · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
TxTrsTy = ξtTx2·wrss·wst·swrs·y2 + ξrTx2·wrsr·t·wrs·y2 + Tx2·wrsr·t·rwrs·y2 .
We have mrs ≥ 5. Assume d = wrs. Then dy ∈ ΩN implies that L(wst) ≤ N =
L(wrs), so we obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ max{L(r), L(t)} < L(wrs)− L(rs) = −deg pw,d.
Assume d = dI with I = {r, s}. Then mrs ≥ 6. Since L(wrs) > L′(dI) = N , we
must have L(r) > L(s). Then xd ∈ ΩN implies that L(rt) ≤ N , so we obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ max{L(r), L(t)} < L′(dI)− L′(rs) = −deg pw,d.
5 x = x2 · (wrsr) · t, y = stwst · y2 for some x2, y2 ∈W , and
TxTrsTy = ξsTx2·wrs·swst·y2 + Tx2·wrss·swst·y2 .
Assume d = wrs. Then we have
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(s) < L(wrs)− L(rs) = −deg pw,d.
Assume d = dI with I = {r, s}. Since L(wrs) > L′(dI) = N , we must have
L(s) > L(r), so we obtain
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) < L(s) ≤ L′(dI)− L′(rs) = −deg pw,d.
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8.2. The case of mrs ≥ 7,mst = 3. According to Lemma 5.8, the proof is divided
into the following cases. The transpose cases are omitted.
If d = wrs ∈ DN , then deg(NTxNTwNTy) < −deg pw,d follows directly from
Corollary 5.9(1). Thus in the following we assume d 6= wrs.
Case (1) w = rsrsr.
We have d = dI with I = {r, s}. Since L(wrs) > L′(dI) = N and wrs appears
in xr, we must have L(s) > L(r). Then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply L(sts) ≤ N = L′(dI).
Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(s) < L′(dI)− L′(rsrsr) = −deg pw,d.
Case (2) w = rsrs.
We have d = dI with I = {r, s}. As the last case we must have L(s) > L(r).
Then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply L(sts) ≤ N = L′(dI). Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(s) < L′(dI)− L′(rsrs) = −deg pw,d.
Case (3) w = srs.
We have d = dI with I = {r, s}. Then we are in case 1 or 2 of Lemma 5.8(3).
If L(r) > L(s), then
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ max{L(r), L(s)} < L′(dI)− L′(srs) = −deg pw,d.
If L(s) > L(r), then we must be in case 1 of Lemma 5.8(3) since L(wrs) > L
′(dI) =
N . Then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply L(sts) ≤ N = L′(dI). Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(s) < L′(dI)− L′(srs) = −deg pw,d.
Case (4) w = rsr.
We have d = dI with I = {r, s}. If L(r) > L(s), then we must be in case 1 of
Lemma 5.8(4) since L(wrs) > L
′(dI) = N . We have x = x′ ·wrssr ·t, y = t·rswrs ·y′
for some x′, y′ ∈W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {t}, and
NTx
NTw
NTy = ξr
NTx′·wrs·t·rwrs·y′ +
NTx′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′
= ξr(−
∑
z<wrs
pz,wrs
NTx′·zNTt·rwrs·y′) +
NTx′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′ .
Let mrs = 2m. By Corollary 5.9 and the assumption L(r) > L(s), we have
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ max{2L(r)− (2m− 1)L(s), 0}
< (m− 2)L(r)− (m− 2)L(s)
= L′(dI)− L′(rsr)
= −deg pw,d.
If L(s) > L(r), then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply L(sts) ≤ N = L′(dI), and hence
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ L(srs) < L′(dI)− L′(rsr) = −deg pw,d.
Case (5) w = sts.
We must have d = w = sts. Then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply that L(wrs) ≤ N . Thus
L(sts) < N , a contradiction with d ∈ DN . This case cannot happen.
Case (6) w = rt.
We must have d = w = rt. Then xd, dy ∈ ΩN imply that L(wrs) ≤ N . Thus
L(rt) < N , a contradiction with d ∈ DN . This case cannot happen.
Case (7) w = st.
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We must have d = sts. Since L(wrs) > L(sts) = N , we must be in case 1 of
Lemma 5.8(7). Thus
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) < L(s) = L(sts)− L(st) = −deg pw,d.
The first inequality is due to deg(NTx′·wrs·ts·y′) < 0.
Case (8) w = rs.
We have d = dI with I = {r, s}. If L(r) > L(s), then we must be in cases
2 3 4 5 6 7 9 of Lemma 5.8(8) since L(wrs) > L
′(dI) = N and mrs 6= 7. Here
we only give details for case 9 and the other cases are similar. In this case,
x = x′ · wrssr · t, y = tsrst · swrs · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈ W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {t},
and
NTx
NTw
NTy = ξt
NTx′·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y′ + ξ
2
rξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′ + ξrξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′
+ ξ2r
NTx′·wrssr·t·wrs·y′ + ξr
NTx′·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′ + ξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′
+ ξr
NTx′·wrsrs·t·rwrs·y′ +
NTx′·wrsrsr·t·rwrs·y′
= ξt
NTx′·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y′ + ξ
2
rξs(−
∑
z<wrs,z 6=rwrs
pz,wrs
NTx′·wrsr·t
NTz·y′)
+ q−2L(r)ξrξsNTx′·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′ + ξ
2
r (−
∑
z<wrs
pz,wrs
NTx′·wrssr·t
NTz·y′)
+ ξr
NTx′·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′ + ξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·y′
+ ξr
NTx′·wrsrs·t·rwrs·y′ +
NTx′·wrsrsr·t·rwrs·y′ .
Let mrs = 2m for some m ≥ 4. Using Corollary 5.9 and the assumption L(r) >
L(s) = L(t), we have
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ max{3L(r)− (2m− 2)L(s), L(r)}
< (m− 1)L(r)− (m− 2)L(s)
= L′(dI)− L′(rs)
= −deg pw,d.
If L(s) > L(r), then we must be in cases 1 2 3 6 7 11 12 13 14 of Lemma 5.8(8)
since L(wrs) > L
′(dI) = N and mrs 6= 7. Here we only give details for case 14 and
the other cases are similar. In this case, mrs = 8. We assume x = x
′ ·wrsr ·t·wrsr ·t,
y = tsrst · srwrs · y′ for some x′, y′ ∈W with R(x′),L(y′) ⊆ {t}, then
NTx
NTw
NTy
= ξtξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·tsrst·srwrs·y′ + ξt
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrss·tsrst·srwrs·y′
+ ξ2sξr
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs·y′ + ξsξr
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrss·t·rwrs·y′
+ ξ2s
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′ + ξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrsrs·t·rwrs·y′
+ ξr
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs·y′ + ξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′
+ ξt
NTx′·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y′ +
NTx′·wrss·tsrst·swrs·y′
= ξtξs(−
∑
z<wrs
pz,wrs
NTx′·wrsr·t·z
NTtsrst·srwrs·y′) + ξt
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrss·tsrst·srwrs·y′
+ ξ2sξr(−
∑
z<wrs
z 6=wrss,wrsr
pz,wrs
NTx′·wrsr·t·z
NTt·rwrs·y′) + q
−2L(s)ξsξrNTx′·wrsr·t·wrss·t·rwrs·y′
+ q−2L(r)ξ2s
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrsr·t·rwrs·y′ + ξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrsrs·t·rwrs·y′
+ ξr
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrs·t·rwrs·y′ + ξs
NTx′·wrsr·t·wrssr·t·rwrs·y′
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+ ξt
NTx′·wrs·tsrst·swrs·y′ +
NTx′·wrss·tsrst·swrs·y′ .
Using Corollary 5.9 and the assumption L(s) > L(r), mrs = 8, we have
deg(NTx
NTw
NTy) ≤ max{3L(s)− 6L(r), L(s), 2L(s)− 2L(r)}
< 3L(s)− 2L(r)
= L′(dI)− L′(rs)
= −deg pw,d.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
9. Conclusions
9.1. P1-P15. Now we can obtain the following main result of this paper.
Theorem 9.1. Conjectures P1-P15 hold for any weighted Coxeter group of rank
3.
Proof. Assume (W,S) is an irreducible Coxeter group with S = {r, s, t}. If mrs,
mst, mrt are all odd, then (W,S) only admits constant weight function, and P1-
P15 hold by [Lus03, §16]. The only irreducible finite Coxeter group which admits
unequal parameters is of type B3, and P1-P15 can be proved directly as noted
by [Bon17, 25.1A]. For affine Weyl groups of type B˜2 and G˜2, P1-P15 are proved
by Guilhot and Parkinson in [GP19b, GP19a]. If mrs, mst, mrt are all not 2,
or mrt = 2, mrs = mst = ∞, then P1-P15 follow from [Xie19]. The remaining
Coxeter groups are those listed in section 1, and P1-P15 follow from Theorem 3.2
and Propositions 6.1, 8.1 and Lemma 7.1. 
9.2. Kazhdan-Lusztig Cells. The cell partitions of affine Weyl groups of type
B˜2 and G˜2 are due to [Gui10, Gui08]. The cell partitions for Coxeter groups with
complete graph are also clear by [Xie19, §8] in certain sense.
In the remainder of this section we assume that S = {r, s, t} with mrt = 2 and
1
mrs
+ 1mst <
1
2 , and use the notations from section 3. We have some results on
a-function and cells as follows.
Theorem 9.2. Let A = {N ∈ N | DN 6= ∅}.
(1) For any d ∈ D, a(d) = a′(d) .
(2) For any N ∈ N, WN = ΩN .
(3) For any N ∈ A, the following are decompositions into right cells
ΩN =
⊔
d∈DN ,b∈Bd
bdUd,
W =
⊔
N∈A,d∈DN ,b∈Bd
bdUd.
(4) For any N ∈ A, the set ΩN is ≺LR-closed, whence a union of some two-
sided cells. For any d ∈ DN , BddUd is contained in a two-sided cell.
Proof. See Theorem 3.2 and [Xie19, Thm. 6.13]. Here we only show that BddUd
is contained in a two-sided cell. If z ∈ BddUd, then z ≺LR d and a(z) = a(d). By
P11, we get z ∼LR d. Thus z ∼LR d ∼LR z′ for any z, z′ ∈ BddUd. 
Contrary to the complete graph case, it is possible that ΩN contains more than
one two-sided cells.
Lemma 9.3. If Bd = U
−1
d with d ∈ D, then BddUd is a two-sided cell.
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Proof. By Theorem 9.2, BddUd is contained in a two-sided cell. Assume z ∈ Ωa(d)
satisfies z ∼LR d. By the definition of ∼LR, there exists z1, . . . , zn ∈ W such that
z1 = z, zn = d, and zi ≺L zi+1 or zi ≺R zi+1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1. By P4, we have
a(z1) ≥ . . . ≥ a(zn) and hence a(z1) = . . . = a(zn). By P9, P10, we get zi ∼L zi+1
or zi ∼R zi+1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Since Bd = U−1d , BddUd is both a union of
left cells and right cells, whence z ∈ BdUd. Then the lemma follows. 
Example 9.4. Assume that mrs = 4, mst = 5, and L(r) = 5, L(s) = L(t) = 1.
Then we have
D0 = {e}, D1 = {s, t}, D5 = {r, wst},
D6 = {rt}, D9 = {rsr}, D12 = {wrs}.
Since L(rt) = 6 > 5, we have Bwst = Uwst = {e}. By Lemma 9.3, {wst} is a
two-sided cell. Therefore, Ω5 contains 2 two-sided cells: {wst} and
⊔
b∈Br
brUr.
Lemma 9.5. Assume that d1, d2 ∈ DN and there exists some w in ΩN such that
w = d1 · x = y · d2 for some x, y ∈W . Then we have d ∼LR d2.
Proof. We have w ≺L d2, w ≺R d1 and a(d1) = a(d2) = a(w) = N . By P9, P10,
d1 ∼R w ∼L d2. 
When mrs (resp. mst) is even, we often set mrs = 2m (resp. mst = 2n). Let
a = L(r), b = L(s), c = L(t).
Theorem 9.6. Assume that d1 6= d2 belong to DN for some N and lie in different
two-sided cells. Then this happens if and only if {d1, d2} is in one of the following
cases, or the ones with r, t (resp. a, c) exchanged:
(1) {wrs, t};
(2) {r, t} with b > a.
(3) {swrs, t} with a > b;
(4) {swrs, twst} with a > b > c and a+ c > N ;
(5) {swrs, swst} with a > b < c, and a+ c > N ;
(6) {rwrs, rt} with a < b, mst = 3.
Note that a hidden restriction on a, b, c is a(d1) = a(d2).
Proof. The set D is a union of A1 and A2 with
A1 = {e, r, s, wrs} ∪ {t, wst} ∪ {rt}, A2 = {drs, dst}
where drs =
{
rwrs if b > a
swrs if b < a
, dst =
{
swst if b < c
twst if b > c
. When mrs is∞ (resp. odd)
we just ignore wrs and drs (resp. drs). It is similar for mst. This does not affect
the following proof.
In the following, we take any d1, d1 ∈ D, assume that d1, d2 ∈ DN for some N ,
and check whether
(i) there is an element w ∈ ΩN such that w = d1 ·y = x ·d2 for some x, y ∈W ,
which will imply that d1, d2 are in the same two-sided cell by Lemma 9.5,
(ii) or d1, d2 lie in different two-sided cells.
If d1, d2 ∈ A1 ∩DN , then (i) holds except cases {d1, d2} = {wrs, t}, {r, wst} and
{r, t} with b > a + c. For example, if d1 = wrs, d2 = wst, then L(r) + L(s)2 ≤ N2
and L(t) + L(s)2 ≤ N2 , which implies that rt ∈ D<N and w = d1sd2 ∈ ΩN . For the
exceptional cases, (ii) holds by Lemma 9.3.
It remains to consider the cases where one of d1, d2, say d1, belongs to A2. By
the symmetric role of r, t, we may only consider the case of d1 = drs. Accordingly
possible choices of d2 are t, wst, rt, dst due to a(d1) = a(d2).
Case(1) a > b.
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• If d2 = t, we have Bd1 = Ud1 = {e}. Thus by Lemma 9.5 d1 and t are
always in different two-sided cells.
• Assume d2 = wst. In this case, we will prove a(rt) < N = a(d1) = a(d2)
and that (i) holds.
– If mrs 6= 4 and mst 6= 3, then we take w = d1tsrd2. Since 3a−2b ≤ N
and 2b+ 2c ≤ N , we have a+ c < N . Then we have w ∈ ΩN .
– If mst = 3 (mrs ≥ 8), then we take w = d1tsrsrd2. Since 4a− 3b ≤ N
and 3b = N , we have a+ c = a+ b < 2a ≤ N . Hence w ∈ ΩN .
– If mrs = 4 (mst ≥ 5), we take w = d1tstsrstsrd2. Since 2a − b = N ,
3b+ 2c ≤ N , we have a+ c < a+ b+ c ≤ N , and hence w ∈ ΩN .
• If d2 = rt, then we take w = d1t and (i) holds.
• Assume d2 = dst with b < c. If a + c ≤ N , then we take w = d1d2 and
(i) holds. Otherwise, Bd2 = Ud2 = {e}, and hence {d2} is a two-sided cell.
Since N = ma− (m− 1)b = nc− (n− 1)b, then a+ c > N is equivalent to
1 < a/b < mn−mmn−m−n . This indeed could happen.
• Assume d2 = dst with b > c. If a+ c ≤ N , then (i) holds by taking
– w = d1tsrd2 if mrs ≥ 6;
– w = d1tstsrd2 if mrs = 4 (mst ≥ 6).
Then we consider the situation a + c > N . It implies that {d1} is a two-
sided cell and hence d1, d2 are in different two-sided cells. Since N =
ma−(m−1)b = nb−(n−1)c, a+c > N is equivalent to 1 < a/b < mnmn−n+1 .
This indeed could happen.
Case(2) a < b. Then d1 = rwrs.
• If d2 = t, then we take w = d1t.
• Let d2 = wst. We have 2b − a ≤ N and 2c + b ≤ N , and hence a + c <
3
2b− 12a+ c ≤ N . Take w = d1sd2 and (i) follows.• Let d2 = rt.
– If mst = 3. Then one can check that B
−1
d1
= Ud1 = {e, t}. Then
Bd1d1Ud1 is a two-sided cell by Lemma 9.5, and d1, d2 lie in different
two-sided cells.
– If mst = 4, then mrs ≥ 6, and we take w = d1tsrsd2.
– If mst ≥ 5, we take w = d1tsd2.
• Let d2 = dst.
– If b > c, then we take w = d1sd2.
– If b < c, then this can be reduced to the last one of Case(1) by ex-
changing r, t.
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 9.7. Assume (W,S) is a hyperbolic Coxeter group of rank 3 with L
constant. Then for any N ∈ A, ΩN is precisely a two-sided cell.
This corollary confirms [BGS14, Conj. 3.1]. See the homepage of Paul Gunnells
for some beautiful figures about cells partitions in the equal parameter case.
Theorem 9.8. There are at most three elements in DN , and |DN | = 3 occurs in
one of the following situations:
(1) DN = {r, s, t}, a = b = c;
(For other cases, mrs = 2m, mst = 2n for some m,n ∈ N.)
(2) DN = {rwrs, rt, swst}, (a/b, c/b) =
(
(m−1)(n−1)
mn−m+1 ,
mn
mn−m+1
)
;
(3) DN = {rwrs, rt, twst}, (a/b, c/b) =
(
(m−1)n
mn−1 ,
m(n−1)
mn−1
)
;
(4) DN = {swrs, rt, swst}, (a/b, c/b) =
(
m(n−1)
mn−m−n ,
(m−1)n
mn−m−n
)
;
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(5) DN = {swrs, rt, twst}, (a/b, c/b) =
(
mn
mn−n+1 ,
(m−1)(n−1)
mn−n+1
)
.
If |DN | = 3, DN is contained in a two-sided cell.
Proof. The proof is straightforward by choosing three elements d1, d2, d3 from the
set
{r, s, rwrs(a < b), swrs(a > b), wrs} ∪ {t, swst(b < c), twst(b > c), wst} ∪ {rt},
and then using a(d1) = a(d2) = a(d3) to determine the a/b, c/b. Note that when
mrs or mst is ∞, we need to ignore some elements. 
9.3. Examples, I. Assume that b = c, mrs = 2m and k = mst for some m, k ∈ N.
The cell partition is determined by a/b ∈ R>0.
Let d1, d2 ∈ D with a(d1) = a(d2). This equation on a, b gives a value h of
a/b. When d1, d2 are in the same two-sided cell, it is obvious that the cell partition
of W changes when a/b moves across h; we say h is a critical value. Hence the
cell partition is completely determined by the relative position of a/b with all such
critical values.
By Theorem 9.6, the possible critical values are given by equations
a(r) = a(s),
a(rwrs) = a(wst) with a < b,
a(swrs) = a(wst) with a > b,
a(wrs) = a(wst),
a(rwrs) = a(rt) with a < b,mst 6= 3,
a(swrs) = a(rt) with a > b,
a(wst) = a(rt).
Thus possible critical values of a/b are
1,
m− k
m− 1 ,
m+ k − 1
m
,
m− 1
m
(for k 6= 3), k −m
m
,
m
m− 1 , k − 1.
For the hyperbolic Coxeter group 245, i.e. m = 2, k = 5, the critical values are
1
2 , 1,
3
2 , 2, 3, 4.
a/b
0 1
2
1 3
2
2 3 4
The critical values for the hyperbolic Coxeter group 238 are 13 , 1,
3
2 ,
4
3 , 2.
a/b
0 1
3
1 3
2
2
4
3
9.4. Examples, II. Assume that mrs = 2m, mst = 2n for some m, n ∈ N. Then
(W,S) admits three parameters.
We can draw the points (a/b, c/b) ∈ R2>0 such that there exists some d1 6=
d2 elements of D with a(d1) = a(d2) and d1, d2 are in the same two-sided cells.
These form a partition of R2>0 by some linear hyperplanes (see Figure 1), called
critical hyperplanes. The cell partition of (W,S) is completely determined by the
relative position of (a/b, c/b) with these hyperplanes 4. This visualizes how the cell
partitions depend on parameters. Note that, for example, if d1 = rwrs, we need to
require a < b, i.e. 0 < a/b < 1.
Let us consider the example with mrs = 4 and mst = 6. See Figure 1 for critical
hyperplanes. The points with more than 3 hyperplanes passing are O(1, 1), A( 25 ,
6
5 ),
4These hyperplanes should be the ones in Bonnafe´’s semi-continuity conjecture, see [Bon09].
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rt, tst
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rt, wst
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t, wrs
r, sts
r, tst
r, wst
sts, rsr
wrs, sts
wrs, tst
wst, rsr
wrs, wst
F
a/b
c/b
0 2 4
2
4
r, s
s, t
r, t
rt, s
rt, rsr
rt, tst
rt, sts
rt, wrs
rt, wst
t, rsr
t, wrs
r, sts
r, tst
r, wst
sts, rsr
wrs, sts
wrs, tst
wst, rsr
wrs, wst
A
B
C
D
E
O
Figure 1. Hyperplanes a(d1) = a(d2) for the Coxeter group 246.
Real lines are critical hyperplanes while dotted lines are a(d1) =
a(d2) with d1, d2 in different two-sided cells.
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r s t4 6
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t
r
swrs, rt, swst
wrs
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Figure 2. Cells of 246 with unequal parameters such that |DN | ≥
3 for some N
B( 35 ,
4
5 ), C(
3
2 ,
1
2 ), D(2, 1), E(4, 3). The furthest point with two hyperplanes passing
is F (14, 8). By writing down DN , one can see that only for points O,A,B,C,E
there exists N such that |DN | ≥ 3, which is consistent with Theorem 9.8. See Figure
2 for cell partitions for points A,B,C,E. For the point D, taking (a, b, c) = (2, 1, 1),
we have D1 = {s, t}, D2 = {r}, D3 = {rt, rsr}, D6 = {rsrs, ststst}. For the
point F , taking (a, b, c) = (14, 1, 8), we have D1 = {s}, D8 = {t}, D14 = {r},
D22 = {tstst}, D27 = {rsr, ststst}, D30 = {rsrs}.
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